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The Paddy Cap Band of Northern Paiutes: 
From Southeastern Oregon to the Duck Valley Reservation 

STEVEN CRUM 

Northern Paiute and Western Shoshone tribal people currently live on the 
Duck Valley Reservation, 'which straddles the Nevada-Idaho border. The White 
Knife- Tosa Wihi- Shoshones are indigenous to Duck Valley. 

Other Shoshones and Pa.iutes tnigrated in froln different places from the 
late nineteenth century onward. One group of Paiutes, the Paddy Cap Band, 
represents its own distinct group and has its own separate community called 
Miller Creek, located on the north end of the reservation. Like other tribal 
entities, the Paddy Caps of both past and present developed a deep attachment 
to their indigenous world, which they cal1ed N'eweh Ma Nee Be Neen (also 
IITepia," which lneans land). This native connection explains why the band 
has remained connected to its ancestral homeland of what is now southeast
ern Oregon, even though it has lived at Duck Valley for some hundred and 
twenty years. This article examines the connection and provides a historical 
overview of Paddy Cap history from its early days in eastern Oregon to its 
present in Duck Valley. 

In the second half of the nineteenth century and into the n1iddle of the twenti
eth century, the Paddy Cap Band experienced a range of challenges. This article 
centers on those struggles, which include warring against the Buro Americans; 
dea.ling with various facets of the federal government's uIndian" policies, includ
ing the reservation system and Indian Removal; interacting with the Shoshones 
once the band settled down on the Duck Valley Reservation; confronting the 

Steven Cnlm is a Western Shoshone with enrollment on the Duck Valley Reservation in 
Nevada. He earned his ph.D. in history from the University of Utah and is currently a 
professor of Native Alnerican Studies at the University of California, Davis. He is the 
author of several journal articles and the 1994 book 1 he Road on. Which We Came, which 
is a comprehensive history of the Western Shoshone people of the Great Basin. 
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politics and practices of the .New Deal of the 1930s; and, finally, focusing on 
the issue of c1ailns against the federal sector stclTI1TIing from inequitable treat
ment during the nineteenth century. Despite these difficulties, the Paiutes have 
survived and reinained a culturally resilient people throughout their history. 
The theIne of struggle is a central point of this article. 

As a starting point/ the ancestors of the Paddy Caps lived in the area around 
Harney and Malheur lakes near today/s Burns, Oregon. Many of the Paiutes 
of this region called thelTIselves Wadateka' a, "Seed Eaters," and they survived 
by hunting, gathering, and fishing in their native area.1 They represented the 
northerrnuost population of the Northern Paiutes who live in a 1arge region 
that stretches fronl southeastern Oregon to the Owens Valley region of south
eastern California. Most of the Northern Paiutes live in the central area, or in 
western Nevada. 

The Wadateka' a of southeastern Oregon successfully lived within their en
vironment until white settlers invaded their homeland in the mid nineteenth 
century. By the 1860s/ the Paiutes decided to take a stand and fight for their 
homeland/ Neweh Ma Nee Be Neen. Over a two-year period, from 1866 to 1868, 
they declared war against the settlers/ who received the support of the United 
States military. General George Crook fought various Paiute bands, led by We
wawewa, Oitz/ Egan and other noted Paiute leaders. Finally, in. 1868, the two 
sides brought an end to what the whites called "The Snake War of 1866-68."2 

The war was tcnninated with a peace treaty on Deceinber 10, 1868, at Fort 
Harney, in southeastern Oregon. The Alnerican negotiator, J. W. Perit Hunting
ton/ told the Indians they must become peaceful; the Indians agreed. In turn/ 
the various Paiute groups, led by Egan and Oitz, requested that they renlain 
in their ancestral hOllleland and not be sent elsewhere. Huntington agreed, 
and both sides favored a Paiute reservation to be established in southeastern 
Oregon. However, the United States Senate failed to ratify the treaty.3 

The federal government realized that, with the rapid encroachment of 
whites into eastern Oregon, more warfare would soon follow. Therefore/ the 
government decided to remove all the Wadateka/ a bands frotTI their ancestral 
hOlnelands. In Noven1ber 1869, A. B. Meacham, the new superintendent of the 
Oregon Superintendency of the Office of Indian Affairs (today's Bureau of Indian 
Affairs, or Indian Bureau), held a large council with the Paiutes and told thetn 
they must leave their native area and move two hundred tuiles to the west/ or 
to the Klamath Reservation of southwestern Oregon. Imnlediately, the Paiutes 
rejected this proposed removal. Some Paiutes/led by Chief Winnetnucca, boy
cotted the meeting to express their opposition. The n1ajority who attended the 
meeting ardently opposed removal. Egan asserted, uWhen we Inade a Treaty 
[1868 treaty], 1 said we would stay here, as long as we lived."4 In the end, only 
a sinall nUlnber of Paiutes moved to Klamath, but because they reinembered 
their southeastern Oregon hOineland and remained deeply attached to Neweh 
Ma Nee Be Neen, most of these had left Klamath by 1871.5 
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By the early 1870s, federal officials had decided to establish a reservation for 
the Wadateka' a in southeastern Oregon. Concerning this lnatter, military officer 
Edward M. Canby wrote in 1871, Uthe only adequate relnedy is the relocation 
of the Basin Indians upon a reservation within the limits of their old country."6 
As a result, the federal governlnent, by presidential executive order, created 
the Malheur Reservation on Septelnber 12/ 1872, in southeastern Oregon for 
the various Wadateka' a bands.7 

Unfortunately, reservation life for the Paiutes turned out to be luiserable 
for several reasons. First, the reservation agent of the mid and late 1870s, W. 
V. Rinehart, never developed friendly ties with the Paiutes. In one instance, 
he physically abused a Paiu te boy. Second/ Rinehart required all Indian men/ 
ages eighteen to forty-five, to work for their food rations. The Paiutes became 
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angry over this policy, probably because not all men cou Id work, owing to in
jury or other problems. Third, the Indian Bureau never provided the Indians 
with enough support for subsistence purposes. The Paiutes received limited 
food rations and lin1ited farn1ing iinpleinents for agriculture. Fourth, white 
settlers illegally used the new reservation for grazing their cattle. There were 
10,839 white-owned cattle inside the reservation boundaries by 1877. And 
lastly, SOlne of the Paiute groups or bands did not get along with each other. 
This was the first tin1e in their history that they were confined to a small area. 
Son1e Wadateka' a of southeastern Oregon called the northern Nevada Paiutes, 
led by Winnen1ucc3, an "inferior race of rabbit-hunters."H 

By 1877, having lived on the Malheur Reservation for only three years, lnany 
of the Wadateka' a began to leave, returning to their hunting, gathering, and 
fishing areas in southeastern Oregon and other nearby places. Egan's band 
l"l1oved to the Payette Valley of southwestern Idaho, near the Oregon border. 
Winnelnucca's band, which in earlier times moved back and forth between 
northern Nevada and southeastern Oregon, went to northeastern Nevada; 
they settled temporarily along the Owyhee River after hearing rumors that 
the federal government planned to establish a new reservation for the Nevada 
Shoshones.9 Obviously, Winneinucca favored a new reservation home instead 
of a return to Malheur. 

However, the various Northern Paiute bands did not pennanently rule out the 
Malheur Reservation. After all, its locality was Neweh Ma Nee Be Neen. Rathel~ 
they returned periodically to Malheur to receive available government food 
rations and other supplies, and then left to pursue hunting and gathering. J() 

The Bannock War of 1878 elnerged as one of the lnost prominent affecting 
the Wadateka'a in the late nineteenth century. The roots of this war started 
on the Fort Hall Reservation of southeastern Idaho. The Shoshones and Ban
nocks living on the reservation had experiences similar to the Wadateka' a of 
Malheur. Specifically, they received only liInited food rations from the Indian 
Bureau. S0111e Bannocks therefore lnade the decision to leave the reservation 
and return to the Carnas Prairie area of south-central Idaho, which was one of 
the n10st popular places for Bannock food gathering. They possessed a legal 
right to gather in that region based on treaty rights. Upon arriving at Camas 
Prairie, the Bannock discovered that white-owned cattle had destroyed na
tive food sources. h11n1edjately angered, the Bannock decided to rid southern 
Idaho of white settlers. They attacked white ranches, killed a few settlers, and 
destroyed property. Furthermore, the Bannock sought Indian recruits froin 
the larger region. By June 1878, forty-six Bannock recruiters had reached the 
Malheur Reservation and encouraged the Wada.teka' a to join them. l1 

Angry at the white settlers of southeastern Oregon, and frustrated with res
ervation life, several Wad a teka' a joined the Bannock. Specifically, the bands 
led by Oitz and Egan joined forces with the Bannock. At this point, Paddy Cap, 
a Wadataka' a, recognized as a "prominent Piute [sic]" but "not a sub-chief," 
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became an active fighter against the white settlers. According to one account, 
Paddy Cap and his followers burnt ranch houses in Barren Valley. The Ban
nock War lasted froin early June to early August 1878. The Indians killed nine 
soldiers and thirty-one settlers, while the Inilitary killed seventy-eight Indians. 12 

With the entry of the United States military, the Indians eventually lost the war. 
In August all the Wadateka'a surrendered; they became prisoners of war and 
were confined at Calnp Harney located on the Malheur Reservation. 

Although only some Wadateka' a had participated in the Bannock Wal~ the 
federal government chose to blmne nearly all of thenl for the warfare. The 
government decided to punish the Paiutes by removing theln from Neweh Ma 
Nee Be Neen. SOlne federal officials suggested taking the principal leaders to 
Indian Territory (today's Oklahoma). Others suggested confining the Indians 
on the Lumllli Reservation in Washington. The commissioner of Indian affairs 
of the Indian Bureau wanted the Paiutes to be taken to Florida. Operating un
der the assumption that Inost Northern Paiutes of southeastern Oregon were 
guilty, the military gathered up 543 of theIn- including Leggins's band, a group 
who remained friendly to the whites during the war-- and lllarched them to 
the Yakirna Reservation in Washington.1J Since the Wadateka' a had to travel a 
distance of three hundred and fifty mi]es in the middle of winter before arriv
ing in February 1879, this removal experience became the Wadateka' a version 
of the Trail of Tears.14 

Many of the Wadateka' a spent the next hal f decade as prisoners of war on the 
Yakima Reservation. However, the Paiutes never forgot Neweh Ma Nee Be Neen, 
their hOlneland in southeastern Oregon. Here is another exaITIple of remember~ 

ing and remaining connected to their hOlneland in the late nineteenth century. 
The Paiutes looked for every opportunity to escape Yakima and return home. 
Seventy-one left Yakima in 1880, crossed the Columbia River, and returned to 
Oregon, places unknown. In September l88t a few 1110re escaped and settled on 
the Wan11 Springs Reservation, which the governlnent had established in 1856 
for the Warm Springs and Wasco tribes of central Oregon. Before the outbreak 
of the Bannock War, some Northern Paiutes of Oregon had also moved to that 
reservation, making Warm Springs their permanent hOlne. This explains why 
the Paiutes who left Yakima in 1881 went to Wann Springs.15 Paiute escapees 
presumably could have returned to the now vacant Malheur Reservation, but 
they chose not to because agent Rinehart remained in charge. 

In the early 1880s, various individuals, both Indian and non-Indian, wanted 
the Paiutes to be returned to Oregon. One of these was Sarah WinnelTIUCCa, 
an English-speaking Northern Paiute and the daughter of Chief Winnelnucca. 
Sarah herself briefly lived on the Malheur Reservation wherl she served as a 
schoolteacher in the mid 1.870s. She argued that the federal government COln
mitted a great injustice by gathering up nearly an the Oregon Northern Paiutes 
and sending them to Yakinla, even though Inany, including Leggins's band, 
were not guilty of any crhne. Sarah made a trip to Washington, D. C., in an ef-
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fort to persuade the secretary of the interior to allow the Paiutes to return. The 
secretary ini tially favored her request but later retreated frOll1 that position. 16 In 
addition, sYlupathetic luilitary officials favored the Paiutes' return to Oregon. 
The IUOSt vocal, Arthur Chapman, stationed at Fort Vancouver in Washington, 
asserted in December 1881 that the Paiutes were "very anxious to return to 
their own country."17 

The federal governnlent remained finn that the Paiutes must renlain in Wash
ington, and the Paiu tes relnained convinced that they needed to return to their 
homeland. However, they could never return to the Malheur Reservation be
cause a presidential executive order abolished it on Septernber 13, 1882.")8 Thus, 
those Paiutes who sought to escape Yakinla had to consider other places. Many 
chose Warm Springs. In July 1882, roughly two hundred crossed the Colulnbia 
but were quickly captured. Only twenty made it to Warn, Springs. For reasons 
not entirely clear, the Indian Bureau agent at Warm Springs was not lnotivated 
to return the runaways. But in one instance, in Septernber 1882, he did escort 
to the Columbia some thirty Paiutes, who were returned to Yakima.19 

The biggest escape effort took place in the SUlUluer of 1883 when roughly 300 
Paiutes crossed the COllullbia and successfully returned to Neweh Ma Nee Be 
Neen in southeastern Oregon. One federal official counted 263 individuals, led 
by Leggins, who were living at Camp Harney, the still-existing lIlilitary camp 
located within the boundaries of the now defunct Malheur Reservation. On 
discovering that the local settlers of the region were anti-Indian, luany of the 
Paiutes left Harney and dispersed thenlselves. A few relnained at Harney and 
others moved to Steens Mountain,located south of the fonuer reservation. Still 
others 11loved 175lniles to the south and settled around Fort McDermitt, which 
straddles the Nevada-Oregon border.20 

Angry that the Paiutes had left his reservation, agent R. H. Milroy of Yakima 
requested that the military round thenl up for return to the Yakitna Reservation. 
But the military refused to carry out this request, realizing that it could lead to 
open warfare and the loss of lives on both sides. The nlilitary instead recom
mended placing the Paiutes on one of three reservations in Nevada- Duck 
Valley Reservation (set aside for the Western Shoshones in 1877), the 'Walker 
River Reservation, or the Pyran'lid Lake Reservation, the latter two haVing been 
established in western Nevada for the Nevada Northern Paiutes.21 

In the end, agent Milroy gave iI'I and asserted that "it would be better to locate thenl 
on another reservation, mnong Indians related to them in blood."22 RealiziJlg that their 
escaped relatives wou1d not be retLrrned to Yakima, and that Milroy had softened his 
position, the ren1ailljng Paiutes decided to leave Yaki.tna in 1884. hlJune, Paddy Cap 
and his band of fifty left Yakima, traveled around in Oregon for a few months, settled 
down at Fort McDermitt for awhile, and finally arrived at the Duck Valley Reservation 
in August 1885, lnore than a year after leaving Yakirna. InAugust 1884, the last group 
of Paiutes, led by Ditz, left Yakima and 1110ved in with other NOlthenl Paiutes living 
at Warm SpringS.2~ By the mid 1880s, no Paiutes relnained at Yakima. 
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Two questions en1erged as work on this article proceeded. First, why did the 
Paddy Cap Band decide not to return to Neweh Ma Nee Be Neen, its ancestral 
Oregon homeland after leaving the Yakima Reservation? Second, why did the 
Padd y Caps select the Duck Valley Reservation as their future hOlne, and not 
some other place? 

Two important reasons explain why the Paddy Caps did not return to southeast
ern Oregon. In the first place, they had no reservation to rettllTI to: The Malheur 
Reservation had been abolished in 1882. The lllore important reason had to do with 
the whites' abuse of the Paiu tes. As previously ll1entioned, SOlne Paiutes did return 
home and settled near Bums, Oregon. However, SOlne white settlers, still harboring 
an anti-Indian position because of the earlier Bannock Wat~ harassed the seventy 
Paiutes who llladc Harney Valley their home. One newspaper account indicated 
that unruly whites committed "repeated outrages" against the Indians, although it 
never specified what the outrages were.24 Perhaps anti-Indian sentiment was the 
biggest reason why lnany or perhaps most Wadateka' a did not settle the area in and 
around the former Malheur Reservation. 

As to why the Paddy Cap Band chose the Duck Valley Reservation, several 
explanations are possible. First, Duck Valley is slightly Illore than two hundred 
and fifty lniles fr01n the old Malheur Reservation site. The topography and cmnate 
of Duck Valley jn northeastern Nevada are nearl y identical to that of southeastern 
Oregon. Both areas are dry, high desert regions, and the similar landscapes appear 
to have been a major factor in the Paiute decision to choose Duck Valley. 

Second, the Paddy Caps already had some familiarity with Duck Valley 
because of its close proximity to southeastern Oregon. Many of the Indian 
residents of the former Malheur Reservation hunted, gathered, and fished in 
southwestern Idaho near Duck Valley. They fished for salmon in the Owyhee 
River, which originates in northeastern Nevada, flows through the Duck Val
ley Reservation, moves across southwestern Idaho, proceeds through extreme 
southeastern Oregon, and finally empties into the Snake Rjver about forty miles 
east of the once-existing Malheur Reservation. Obviously, many of the Indians 
who once resided at that reservation had traveled up the river for hunting and 
fishing purposes. And although they never made Duck Valley their home, it 
being part of the Western Shoshone area, they nevertheless becall'le familiar 
with this area before the 1880s. 

Third, the Paddy Caps fa.vored Duck Valley because of its isolation and 
distance frolll white settlements. Very few if any settlers lived around or near 
Duck Valley at this time. In fact, the largest white settlement to the north was 
Mountain Home, Idaho, some ninety-seven Iniles away. The nearest white 
settlement to the south was Elko, Nevada, SOll1e ninety-three ll1iles distant. 
Duck Valley becalue the perfect haven for a new hOlne where no whites would 
bother the Paddy Caps. We have to reJnember that the Paddy Caps and other 
Wadateka'a had been troubled by the influx of settlers who made southeastern 
Oregon their pern1anent hOll1e. 
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For the above reasons, the Paddy Cap Band favored Duck Valley and rejected 
other places in the lnid 1880s. Federal officials encouraged them to move to 
reservations set aside for Northern Paiutes living in Nevada, specifically the 
Pyramid Lake and Walker River reservations. But they rejected these reserva
tions because they were located too far to the south in western Nevada and too 
close to white populations. 

As for the Western Shoshones already living at Duck Valley, SOJne of them 
did not want the Paddy Cap Band to live permanently in Duck Valley because 
they viewed the reservation as their own indigenous homeland. But the Paddy 
Caps pushed to remain. To resolve the issue, the reservation agent John S. 
Mayhugh suggested adding SOlne territory at the north end of the reservation 
to be a permanent home for the Paiutes. Federal officials in Washington, D. C., 
favored this idea, and on May 4, 1886, by presidential executive order, the gov
ernment added a strip of land, twenty-two miles long and six miles wide, to 
the north end of the reservation, north of the Idaho-Nevada border. The order 
specified that this new land base was intended for the IIPaddy Caps band of 
Pi-Utes and such other Indians as the Secretary of the Jnterior ll1ay see fit to 
settle thereon. fl25 

At the tiIne of the 1886 executive order, the governmen.t interpreted "such 
other Indians" to m_ean other Northern Paiutes who used to live on the once
existing Malheur Reservation. For this reason, the Bureau of Indian Affairs asked 
Paddy Cap and his followers to encourage other former Malheur residents to 
settle at Duck Valley. This included those Paiutes living at McDerll1itt in north
ern Nevada, Harney Valley, and Steens Mountain 1rt southeastern Oregon, and 
those at Silver City in southwestern Idaho. This effort was somewhat successful. 
The Paiute population nearly doubled frOlU sixty in 1885 to one hundred and 
fifteen by 1887. Even Leggins, the Paiute leader who had been unjustly taken 
to Yakin1a, settled down at Duck V~llley in 1887.26 

Having made Duck Valley its permanent home after 1885, how did the Paddy 
Cap Band remember and relnain connected to Neweh Ma Nee Be Neen, its 
southeastern Oregon hotne? The Paiutes did so in several ways. One, they 
moved back to Oregon and adjacent areas on a telnporary basis. Several Pai
utes followed this pattern after the anti-Indian sentiment associated with the 
BalIDock War began to fade. For example, Leggins left Duck Valley sOlnetiIne 
in the late 1880s, was living in Jordan Valley, Oregon, by 1890, and finally died 
near South Mountain in southwestern Idaho.27 

A few other Wadateka/a did return to their ancestral area around today's 
Burns, Oregon, where their descendants remain. In 1897, the federal General 
Land Office set aside one hundred and fifteen sma'll land allotments of a hun
dred and sixty acres each, near Burns for these Paiutes. One Paiute allottee, 
Joe Paddy, became recognized as chief of the Burns Paiutes in the 1890s.28 It 
should be stressed, however, that most of the Burns Paiutes canle directly frOll1 
Yakima, whereas only a few came directly frOJn Duck Valley. 
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Still other Paiutes shifted places of residence over the years. One of these was 
Simon Been, whose ancestors came from the Malheur area. At the turn of the 
century, Been lived on the Warm Springs Reservation, where several Northern 
Paiute fmnilies resided in the late nineteenth century, including some who 
moved there directly from Yakima. By 1910, Been was living at Duck Valley, 
and the tribal council adopted him as a tribal member on January 17, 1914.29 

Howevel~ Been and other Paiutes shifted places of residence over the years, 
living for a while with relatives at Duck Valley, Burns, and the Warm Springs 
Reservation. By following this pattern, they re111ained connected to Paiutes 
who lived at various places and to their homeland around Burns. 

As for the Paddy Caps who remained at Duck Valley permanently, many 
longed to retun1 to their native hOll1eland. In October 1921, three of them
John Damon, Dick Stanley, and Arthur Yakilna-traveled to the Warm Springs 
Reservation and Inet with the local Indian Bureau superintendent. They 
apparently told him that they wanted to return to Oregon. In response, the 
superintendent, whose Oregon jurisdiction included the Burns Paiute locahty, 
wrote that 'Ithe Indians [Paiutes from Duck Valley] in Nevada wish to come 
back to Oregon and live with the rest of the tribe./'30 In 1935, SOlne Paddy Caps, 
including Andrey and Charles Damon, Jr., considered leaving Duck Valley and 
moving to Burns after hearing that the Indian Bureau had purchased a small 
settlement of 771 acres (called New Village) for the Paiutes living in and around 
Burns. But the bureau stipulated that only those Paiutes who had lived in or 
near Burns for the two years prior to January 1935, and who were enrolled at 
Burns, could move to the new village. This action made the Paddy Caps at 
Duck Valley ineligible.31 

The Paddy Caps of Duck Valley did travel back to southeastern Oregon on 
occasion for important events. Doing this also enabled them to remain con
nected to their native homeland. In the early 1930s, the descendants of those 
who once lived on the Malheur Reservation filed suit against the federal govern
ment over the loss of their earlier reservation. In 1933, they worked with Father 
Peter Heuel, a Catholic priest in Burns, who helped them file a written suit to 
recover Inoney for the loss of Malhcur. One year later, in 1934, they signed a 
formal contract with Heuel, recognizing him as their legal agent or representa
tive. In Novelnber 1936, the Paiutes held a five-day gathering and created a 
larger political organization called The Federation of the Snake or Piute [sic] 
Indians of the Former Malheur Reservation in Oregon. The participants, who 
came to Burns froin a nUluber of places including Burns itself, the Warm Springs 
Reservation, McDennitt, and Duck Valley, elected a council to conduct business 
on behalf of the descendants of the fonner Malheur residents. They voted Nat 
Paddy, son of Chief Paddy Cap who had 1110ved to Duck Valley in 1885, as the 
second assistant president. Two other Paiutes frOln Duck Valley-Dick Stanley 
and John Damon- served on a committee to determine whose ancestry came 
from the fonner Malheur Reservation .32 In the 1930s and early 1940s, various 
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Outdoor shade at Mmer Creek, Duck Valley, Nevada, ca. 1953. (Special Collections, 
University of Nevada, Reno Library) 

congressmen who supported the Paiu tes' clainl submitted legislation in Con
gress designed to allow them to file suit in the United States Court of Claims. 
But none of these bills ever left the halls of Congress. 

Finally, with the passage of the Indian Claims Commission Act (lCC) of 1946, 
the descendants of the Malheur residents successfully filed suit against the 
federal government. They organized a new committee to sign contracts, and 
the committee included two from Duck Valley, Willy Pretty and John Danl0n. 
The ICC designated the Malheur clailns as Docket 17, which the Paiutes won 
on December 4, 1959. The ICC awarded them $567,000 for the loss of their res
ervation, and the descendants, including those at Duck Valley, received their 
c1aitns money in the 1960s.33 

The Malheur c1ain1S case allowed all the Wadateka'a of the fon-ner Ma1heur 
Reservation to return to southeastern Oregon at various times from the 1930s to 
the 1960s for Ineetings in Burns, near the fonner reservation. Of course, these 
trips allowed theln to remain connected to the home of their ancestors. 

The Paddy Caps who remained on the Duck Valley Reservation accepted it 
as their new home. However, they becalne dissatisfied with certain changes 
that developed after 1930. One was the closure in 1931 of the small Bureau 
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of Indian Affairs day school located at Miller Creek. The bureau justified the 
closure on the grounds of low enrolln1.ents and the high expense of maintaining 
the school. There was, however, another reason the bureau closed the school. 
It wanted the Paddy Caps to leave Miller Creek and move to the Nevada side 
of the reservation, near the agency headquarters, Owyhee. At this location, 
their children could attend the one remaining centralized reservation school, 
and the adults could benefit frOll1 arable land located near the agency.34 But the 
Padd y Caps refused to m.ove because, as will be seen, they considered the area 
covered in the 1886 executive order to be thejr exclusive domain. 

The second and 1arger factor that angered the Paddy Cap Band was the Indian 
New Deal, the Indian version of the larger national New Deal that was designed 
to cOtnbat the Great Depression of the 1930s. The Indian New Deal was the 
product of John Collier, who served as con1missioner of the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs from 1933 to 1945, under President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Collier's 
progrmn for Indians included econolnic, political, and social refornls. He made 
sure that certain Indian tribes benefited frOln regular mainstrean1 New Deal 
progralns.35 The bureau therefore used Public 'Works Administration (PWA) 
funds to build the Wildhorse Dam thirty luiles upriver frOln the reservation. It 
also used PWA funds to build a reservation-based diversion dam and a series 
of canals to channel water to different parts of the reservation. The entire PWA 
project allowed several Indian families to grow two crops of alfalfa, instead of 
one, each summer after 1937. More hay meant lnore cattle and an hnproved 
reservation economy. However, the PWA project benefited only the Shoshones 
and Nevada Paiutes (the non-Paddy Caps or non-Oregon) living on the Nevada 
side of the reservation. None of the canals reached the far northern end of the 
reservation where the Paddy Caps Jived, and they becalue angry because the 
project did not benefit them.36 But this problem was not the fault of the federal 
governn1enti rathel~ it was the fault of the reservation geography. 

Another aspect of the Indian New Deal -was political refonn. In 1934, Con
gress passed the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), which was largely the brain
child of Commissioner Collier and his associates. One of the lnore important 
provisions of the IRA was political reform, in which the federal government 
would recognize Indian tribes as quasi-sovereign entities. The IRA allowed 
tribal groups to create new tribal governments wi th tribal councils, to sponsor 
tribal elections, and to develop tribal constitutions and charters.37 The Shosho
nes and Paiutes (non-Paddy Caps) at Duck Valley chose to become an IRA tribe 
because this Ineant increased political power. In the name of reorganization, 
the tribal politicians in May 1936 disbanded the older, twelve~men1ber council 
that had existed since 1911. They also abolished the three electoral or voting 
districts, wruchhad four lnenlbers from each district. In the council's place they 
created a smaller, seven-melu.ber business council and m.ade voting at large. This 
new arrangelnent benefited those tribal politicians who were "progressive" (an 
Indian Bureau label) and familiar with Euroamerican notions of governance. 
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Bert Little and Muskrat Little, descendants of the Paddy Cap Band. 
(Special Collections, University of Nevadll, Reno Library) 
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The beneficiaries of political reorganization were some Shoshones and Nevada 
Paiutes living on the Nevada side of the reservation.38 

The Paddy Caps did not participate in the 1936 reorganization decisions to 
dismantle the twelve-member tribal council and dissolve the three reservation 
voting districts. Nor did they favor the creation of the new IRA tribal govern
ment or attend the reorganization meetings because they had been discouraged 
from participating in the political process. Three years earlier, in 1933, weeks 
before Collier had stepped into office to initiate his Indian New Deal, the Bu
reau of Indian Affairs and the so~cal1ed progressive tribal politicians specified 
that so-called nonprogressives could not serve on the twelve-member council. 
Although the Paddy Caps continued to represent one of the three electoral 
districts, and thus had four members on the pre-IRA council, they too were 
labeled as nonprogressives, along with some Shoshones and Paiutes living on 
the Nevada side of the reservation. For this reason, they did not or could not 
participate in the reorganization efforts of 1936.39 Had they been allowed to be 
involved, they would have favored continuation of the twelve-In ember council 
and the three voting districts, and they would have opposed reorganization 
because it dissolved the districts and made voting at large. 

The Paddy Caps also opposed the new IRA tribal constitution of 1936 because 
it gave the new IRA council complete jurisdiction over the entire reservation, 
even the 1886 executive order area. To reduce soil erosion caused by overgrazing 
in response to an argun1ent advanced by the Indian Bureau, the IRA council, 
along with its authorized Indian cattle association created grazing districts. The 
tribal government required all Indian cattle owners to place their cattle within 
certain seasonal districts. It also created special bull and steer pastures. The 
1886 executive order area became the designated steer reserve in the late 1930s. 
Except for steers, the Paddy Caps had to remove their cattle frOln the 1886 area 
and place thenl in one of the authorized grazing districts. Of course, the new 
grazing policy angered the Paddy Caps because they regarded the 1886 area 
as their exclusive area.40 

Another IRA council decision that disturbed the Paddy Caps was the at
tempt to outlaw the practice of the Peyote religion on the reservation in 1939. 
The religiort originated south of the Rio Grande in the region of present-day 
northern Mexico. The tribes there used cacti buds (buttons), derived from 
particular cactus plants that grow in northern Mexico and certain parts of the 
southwestern United States, for sacramental purposes.41 In 1936, a few Shosho
nes and Brumocks froIn the Fort Hall Reservation introduced the religion to Duck 
Valley. The Paddy Caps became the principal followers because they favored 
the anti-alcohol message and other positive aspects of the religion. The IRA 
councit however, sought to outlaw the religion for several reasons: It believed 
that peyote was harmful to a person's health, that S01ne were taking peyote 
only to become high, and that SOlne 'were using their government pension pay
ments to pay for peyote buttons. However, Commissioner Collier, who firmly 
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believed in religious freedoni, one cornponent of his Indian New Deal, told 
the IRA council that peyote had no hannful health effects and that individuals 
should be allowed to practice the religion. The IRA council eventually backed 
away from its stance against peyote, but the dan1age had been done.42 The 
Paddy Caps and sonie other tribal persons at Duck Valley opposed the Indian 
New Deat not because of Collier's religious-freedom policy, but because of the 
proposed action of the Duck Valley IRA council. 

By the late 1930s and early 1940s, the Paddy Caps had beC0111C thoroughly 
opposed to the Indian New Deal. Their earlier electoral district no longer ex
isted, and because of voting at large, the reservation population elected only one 
Paddy Cap Inen1ber for a two-year tern1 between 1936 and 1944.43 The Paddy 
Caps therefore c01l1plained about being largely excluded frcnn the political and 
econoJnic affairs of the reservation. In 1943, they asserted: 

We Puite [sic] wish to think for Ourselves .... We Puite Indians have 
No Tribal Council. .. . The Relief ... in regard to Irrigation was all spent 
on the Shoshone Land in Nevada Side Not, in Idaho .... We Puites Do 
Not Have Any Benefit here in Our District. ... This land was given to 
Puite Indian Chief Captain Paddy year 1886 and Puite Indians now 
claim this land.44 

The Indian Bureau and the Indian politicians on the Nevada side of the 
reservation telnporarily took the Paddy Caps' outcry seriously, and two band 
lnelllbers were elected in 1944.'15 But after the tnid 1940s, the Paddy Caps were 
no longer voted into office, except in rare and isolated instances. In essence, 
they lost representation after the elimination of the earlier voting by electoral 
districts. 

In the period after World War II, the Paddy Caps relnained against the Indian 
New Deal, continu.ed to oppose the IRA council, and developed a dislike for the 
Shoshones and Nevada Paiu.tes living on the Nevada side of the reservation. 
In 1945, they stressed that the 1886 executive order area was their "District" 
and that they did "not want to be Rules [sic] by an Ironclad Rulel~" or the IRA 
counci1.46 In 1947, Nat Paddy, then ninety-five years old, made a trip to Wash
ington, D.C., to tell the Indian Bureau that the Paddy Caps wanted seventy
nine Shoshones living on the 1886 area to be renl0ved.47 In 1949, he requested 
that the bureau build a fence along the southern boundary of the 1886 area to 
separate the Paddy Cap district from the rest of the reservation.4H When Nat 
Paddy died in the early 1950s, his son Joseph became the new Paddy Cap leader. 
He, too, remained anti-IRA and asserted in 1960 that the band wanted its own 
tribal council separate froln the IRA cotlnci1.4<} Finally, in the 1960s and 1970s, 
SOllle officials began to agree with the Paddy Caps. In 1967, Jalnes Officer, a 
higher-level Indian Bureau adn1inistrator, told a Duck Valley leader that that 
area's IRA constitution could be alnended to create voting II districts" to give 
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William Paddy, ca. 19505. Photograph by Diana Hagaman. (Special Collections, Universihj of 
Nevada, Reno Library) 

Ilrepresentation" to disempowered individuals on the reservation.50 And in 1975, 
the administrative assistant to Senator Frank Church of Idaho suggested that 
the IRA council could create "voting districts" for IIrepresentation" purposes.51 

However, the IRA council and the Indian Bureau have taken no action on this 
matter in recent y ars. 

Today, the descendants of the Paddy Cap Band continue to reside on the 
Duck Valley Reservation, participating in the daily affairs of the larger reserva
tion community. InApri1200B, the Shoshone and Paiute voters of Duck Valley 
chose Nancy Egan as the new tribal chairperson of the IRA counciL She thus 
became the second fernale chairperson in Duck Valley history. She is the direct 
descendant of Chief Egan, who fought against the United States military in the 
Bannock War of 1878.52 
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(Re)Writing the Captivity Narrative 
Sarah Winnemucca's Life Among the Piutes 

Records White Male Sexual Violence 

GREGORY WRIGHT 

On March 9, 2005, the State of Nevada presented a bronze statue of Sarah 
Winnelnucca Hopkins to the National Statuary Hall Collection in Washington, 
D.C., effectively returning her to the city of Alnerican political power and the 
place where American Indian policy is formed. A plaque affixed to the bottom 
of the statue describes Witu1emucca as a II defender of human rights, educator, 
[and] author of first book by a Native woman." Indeed, Winnelnucca's Life 
Among the Piutes: Their Wrongs and Claims, published in 1883, asserts the rights 
of the Northern Paiutes, and a11 indigenous peoples for that matter, in an era 
when Native American peoples were not granted rights, either as citizens of 
the United States or as human beings; she attempts to educate a largely Euro
An1erican, Protestant female audience as to the circumstances endured by native 
peoples. 1 Winnemucca employed the rhetoric of the colonizer to counteract Na
tive Alnerican cultural constructions prominent in the nineteenth century and 
which persist even to this day, yet she also relied on the rhetorical traditions of 
her tribal culture to convey Northern Paiute cultural identity and sovereignty. 
Although Elizabeth Peabody and Mary Peabody Mann, Winnelnucca's influ
ential white benefactors, wanted a political text that would move Americans 
to political action, Winnemucca's intention was not solely to recount a history 
of her people's interaction with the white invaders and to describe the abuses 
of the reservation system, but also to respond to Euro-American constructions 

Gregory Wright received his ph.D. in English in 2007 from the University of Nevada, 
Las Vegas. He presently teaches freslu11aIl conlposition at Snow College in Ephraim, 
Utah. His current research examines how violence against women in the West mirrors 
violence against the westenllandscape and environment. 
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Sarah Winnenlucca, full-length portraH, albumen paper on boudoir card, 
unidentified studio, ca.l883. (ETR-SO, Nevada Historical Society) 
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of native women. The hegelnonic assulnption that Native Americans were 
godless and amoral, if not explicjtly imlnoral, created various cultural models. 
These c0111monly recognized and understood types included the sexualizedt 

ll1ysterious I'dark woman" or Indian "squaw'l and the forceful, insatiable Indian 
"buck." The Pocahontas myth and the Indian-captivity narrative tradition fur
ther fueled these cultural constructions. Indian gender and sexual construction 
perpetuated sexual degradation of native women and fostered hysteria and fear 
of native men. In her speaking engagements and later in her text, Winnemucca 
carefully outlines Inoral differences existing between the two cultures; speaks 
to the complexity of existence for Native American WOlnen, and situates Na
tive A111erican women as objects of white desire and victims of white rape- a 
contradiction of the traditional white-constructed stereotype. 

Sarah Winnemucca, whose nalne as a child was Thocn1.etony, which meant 
"shell flowel~/I was born Inost likely sometime in 1844 along the Humboldt 
River.2 She was the daughter of Winnemucca, frequently referred to as Old 
Winnemucca in historical records, a powerful antelope shaman, and Tu boitony, 
the daughter of Truckee, the leader of the Kuyuidika-a band.3 Her m.aternal 
grandfather Truckee was the greatest influence on her younger years, and 
his imprint can be seen throughout Witmemucca's life. Truckee advocated a 
peaceful relationship with the white in1migrants who streamed across Northern 
Paiute lands on their way to the gold fields in California despite previous violent 
encounters with Euro Aln.ericans.4 Despite Sarah Winnemucca's SOlneti111es 
overwhelming fear of the white settlers, she and her family, except for her father; 
followed Truckee into California to work for Jacob Bonsall and Hirarn Scott, 
who ran a ferry across the San Joaquin river and owned an inn for travelers 
n1aking their way to San Francisco frOln the gold mines in the Sierra Nevada. 
These early experiences working with and for white emigrants demonstrated 
to WinnClnucca that the ll1eans to "healing" divisions between the Northern 
Paiute and whites could be found not in anned con fU ct, but through the power 
of language. Winnemucca, largely self-educated, learned to speak, read, and 
write fluently in both English and Spanish. 

She used her literacy to present Northern Paiute concerns to the United States 
governlnent and lnilitary as well as to a white readership and audience. In 
the fall of ] 864, twenty years prior to Buffalo Bill's Wild West Exhibition, Win
nelnucca becan1e a "show Indian," translating the speeches that her father made 
in the streets and halls of Virginia City. While the falnily's success was limited, 
they received enough of a response that they decided to present a theatrical 
performance at the Metropolitan Theater on October 22, 1864 in San Francisco, 
titled "Romantic Entertainlncnt." Much like Buffalo Bill's later enterprise, the 
Winnemucca farnily's presentation played on the Indian stereotypes held by the 
white audience. The San Francisco press roundly patmed the exhibition but did 
praise WiIu1.emucca's 1/ sweet English voice."s Her letter to Major Henry Douglas, 
the superintendent of Indian Affairs for Nevada, which provided information 
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on the deplorable condition of her people and the poor treatnlent they had re
ceived at the Pyralnid Lake Reservation, found a llluch wider audience when 
Harper's published it in 1869 and later when Helen Hunt Jackson included it in 
A Century of Dish em or. Her notoriety as a powerful speaker and advocate for her 
people led to speaking engagelnents that took her to Philadelphia, Providence, 
Hartford, New York Cjty, and Washington, D.C. She lectured in the homes of 
Ralph Waldo Elnerson, John Greenleaf Whittier, and Senator Henry L. Dawes. 
With the financial and editorial assistance of Elizabeth Peabody and Mary Pea
body Mann, Winneluucca produced her tribal narrative, Life Among the Piutes, 
which expands on the lectures she delivered throughout the country between 
1864 and 1883. Thc proceeds from the publication and sale of her book went 
to the establishrnent of the Peabody Institute in Lovelock, Ncvada, where Win
nelnucca undertook the teaching of Northern Paiute children in their native 
and English languages. The Peabody Institute offered an effective alternative 
to the assiluilationist-directed policies of the Indian boarding-school systenl. 
Witmelnucca devoted her life to educating non-natives on the history and cul
ture of the Northern Paiute, while dcnouncing the horrific abuses committed 
by white 111en on Native American WOlnen. 

One of the Inost inlportant condemnations in Life Among the Piutes can be fOLuld 
in the chapter "Domestic and Social Moralities," where WilUlemucca describes and 
decries the Euro Aluerican propensity toward sexual aggression and violence. The 
threat and practice of rape by white settlers causes Northenl Paiute mothers to fear 
giving birth to girls because they "are not safe even in their mother's presence."6 
Winnemucca anticipates the clahns that Nativc American wonl~n, and n10re spe
cifically herself, are sexually promiscuous and corrupt. Winnemucca was awarc of 
these charges Inade against hel~ as evident in the affidavits filed by William Rinehart 
with the Board of hldian Ccnnluissioners, and those against other native women. 
While Northern Paiute marriage custon1S differ from the dOlninant society, Mary P. 
Mann, Winnemucca's editor, detennined the necessity to include an appendix with 
letters written by other Indian refonners and lllilitary personnel, which testified to 
Winneluucca's virtue and worked to deflect criticism of Winnem_ucca's sexuality 
and sexual history. Brigitte Georgi-Findlay has argued that the inclusion of the tes
timonials directly places WinnCluucca's tribal narrative as a text concerned not only 
with lithe issue of dispossession of tribal land, an issue a white audience dedicated 
to the rhetoric of national westward cxpansion would not have espoused without 
restrictions, but also the outrageous issues of sexual violence and nliscegenation 
revealed in the violation of native wOlnen's bodies by white men."7 Esscntially,. 
Wilulenlucca attacks the nl0rality of Euro Alnericans and asserts and defends the 
morality of her people, and especially that of Native Anlerican women. 

Winnemucca signals that this form of violence is particu larly destructive and 
demoralizing for her people. From the point of first contact, EuroAmericans had 
constructed Native Alnericans as a corrupt, degenerate race, lacking the benefi
cence of God. To the Judeo-Christian patriarchy, Native Aluericans appeared to 
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practice pagan forms of religion Lmd needed to be rescued frOln the dan1nation that 
awaited then1. Key to the COnSh1.1ction of Native Alneri.cans as iInuloral and godless 
was, and still is, the common view of Indians as highly sexualized. The dOlninant 
culture in1agined Native An1erican Inen as having an insatiable sexual appetite 
with a particular penchant for beautiful white women- a result of the popularity 
of the Indian-captivity narrative. The consmlction of Native Alnerican WOOlen in 
the Judeo-Christian understanding of lnorality was lnuch more precarious. Rayna 
Green (Cherokee) tenns this constnlction of Indian women as the Pocahontas per~ 
plex. hl the lninds of Euro-American men, native women could fill only two roles, 
either the fudian "princess" (virtuous, kind, and always willing to help white men, 
even at the cost of her own life) and the Indian Iisquaw" (exotic, venal, dangerous, 
the great telnpter of Christian men). The princess role incorporates the virgin/ 
whore dichotcuny, where the princess is admired for her goodness and aid, yet also 
serves as an object of tmattainable white male sexual desire. The construction of 
the squaw role is more simplistic. According to Green, "Squaws are understood 
as Inere econolnic and sexual conveniences for ... lnen."s Winfred Blevins, in Give 
Your Heart to the Hawks: A Tribute to the Mountain Men, his "lusty saga of the Great 
American West," exeulplifies the hegemOnic imagelY of h1dian Inen as bucks and 
fudian WOlnen as squaws: 

When alien peoples meet, the saying goes, first they fight and then 
they fornicate. The trappers and Indians did both, as mood and cirCUlll
stance lnight dictate. The opportunity for some great sex was probably 
one of the primary lures of the mountains for the whites, and the squaws 
see In to have relished it with the trapper, in or out of lnarriage, avidly 
enough to fulfill his wildest fantasies. 

The status of wcnnen in Indian tribes was low. They were property 
and trea.ted a.s such. They were saddled with all the domestic work, 
because a brave's honor would not allow him to touch it. They were 
n1ade beasts of burden and traded like horses. Like many "primitive" 
peoples, Indians lnade women the objects of distrust, hostility, and ta
boos .... So the women certainly could expect no worse frOln the white 
lnan than they would get at hOlne. 

COlnpared to white attitudes toward sex, Indians were utterly unin
hibited. They suffered from no embarrassment/ shame, or secretiveness 
about it. With rare exceptions, they had no concept of chastity, in the 
sense of abstinence before marriage . ... Public cerelnonies in which men 
and women copulated with anyone other than their own husbands or 
wives were common an10ng the plains tribes.9 

Sexual exploitation of Native American WOlnen was acceptable, and, after 
many early fur trappers and traders had taken Indian wives, they discarded 
them with the arrival of European women on the frontier. As Sylvia Van Kirk 
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notes, frontierSITIen did not always give up their relationships with their forn1er 
wives, keeping theiTI as prostitutes and Inistresses: "In well-settled areas in 
the post-union period, there was a growing tendency for Indian WOlnen to be 
reduced to the state of prostitutes, a situation conveniently blained upon the 
supposed immoral leanings of their race."10 Whether as a princess or as a squaw, 
a Native American woman's identity was always constructed and, as Green 
remarks, defined by her relationships with white men: IIThey are both tied to 
the definition by relationships with white men."]l Winnemucca understood the 
dualities of this fonnulation: She was called the Paiute Princess but also slan
dered by the white men she challenged, and labeled a common prostitute. 

The popularity of both factual and fictitious Indian-captivity narratives fur
ther perpetuated the construction of Native Americans as sexual1y proll1iscuous 
and hnmoral. Mary Rowlandson's historical account of her captivity, A True 
History (~l the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson, appeared in 
thirty editions. 12 The Indian-captivity narrative was an immediate bestseller in 
both Europe and America, and, as Christopher Castiglia notes, these accounts, 
"renlained popular even after Anglo-America had won its wars for possession 
of the continent and its resources because they offered sensational stories of 
explicit or inl.plied sex and violence. flB The Indian-captivity narrative, accord
ing to AIUl.ette Kolodny, became the means by which Euro-American women 
interacted with the New World landscape and expressed the captivity they felt 
in its wildness and in the sexual nletaphors of conquest that lYlen had creat
ed.14 Furthermore, the narrative served the larger Judeo-Christian Inythos as 
it provides "a Inore affecting image of New England as Judea capta than in the 
languishing figure of a Puritan woman held captive in the rugged wilderness re~ 
treats of the Indian."1S Castiglia reaffirms the importance of the Indian-captivity 
narrative in the colonization and subjugation of the New World landscape afl.d 
its indigenous inhabitants: "Dominant narratives of manifest destiny, froin the 
colonial era through the present day, have relied for dramatic tension on the 
threatened sexualization of white women by men of color who possess uncon
trollable, violent, and animalistic lusts."16 Ultimatel)j as Susan Scheckel explains 
in her examination of the role Indians played in nineteenth-century American 
nationalisnl., "the white female captive becornes a 'national symbolic' in which 
the boundaries of the nation are aligned with the boundaries of the white female 
body .. insofar as the won1an/ captive remains sexually and culturally intact 
and is eventua]]y rein.corporated within national boundaries."17 As these critics 
have found, the Indian-captivity narrative serves n1ultiple purposes, but what 
most fail to recognize is that the program of self-definition that Euro Alnerican 
writers undertake relies on portraying Native American identity as "savage" 
and sexually violent and corrupt. 

Novelists such as James Fenimore Cooper and Nathaniel Hawthorne capital
ized on the popularity of the historical accounts and recast them in their fiction, 
further ingraining these stereotypes into the national consciousness. Cooper 
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made the Indian-captivity narrative popular in his Leatherstocking Tales and 
tapped into white fears of rape and nliscegenation/ although/ as the historian 
Laurel Thatcher Ulrich relates, "Puritan writers were amazed at the sexual re
straint of Indian men, who never raped their captives.""18 Rowlandson's own 
narrative supported this assertion when she c1ainled that during her captivity 
"no one of them ever offered the least abuse of unchastity to me in word or 
action." 19 Yet Cooper presents his hero, Natty BUJ11.pPo, as the national defender 
of white fen1ale virtue and purity. He finds hilnself continually in the position 
of rescuing a beautiful wonlan/ kidnapped for her Otherness and her perceived 
ability to provide sexual pleasure and stimulation to her Indian kidnapper. 
Invariably, Blunppo always n1anages to save the heroine before her captor has 
the chance to rape and abuse her, protecting the delicacy and propriety of white 
chastity and morality.:w FrOln these early Alnerican writers, the captivity nar
rative continued through Beadle's Din1e Novels to the westerns of the 1940s, 
1950s, and 1960s. John Ford's The Searchers does not have Cooper's optiInistic 
resolve and has his white captive incorporated into COlnanche society, becoln
ing a wife to the war chief Scar. John Wayne's racist character Ethan Edwards 
reflects the ideas that Hawthorne presented in The Scarlet Letter: The Indian 
captive cannot return and exist in white society (although Ethan relents and 
spares her life); he or she must be eliminated. Consequently, white captives are 
forever stignlatized, existing between two cultures, and white readers are left 
with fear and dread of the possibility of Indian atrocities. With the popular
ity of such writers as Cooper and Hawthorne, and filmnlakers like Ford, the 
Indian-captive stereotype, and the fear it engendered/ became firmly elnbedded 
in the collective consciousness of white society. 

Winnelnucca's tribal narrative inverts the traditional model of the lndian
captivity narrativc, offering her audience an alternative: the White captivity 
narrative. Undoubtedly, Winnemucca's reader was familiar with the Tndian
captivity narrative tradition but was either ignorant or disnlissive of the Euro
American practice of taking Indian peoples captive. Pauline Turner Strong, one 
of the few scholars to exalnine Euro-Aluerican captivity of Native Americans, 
presents Squanto and Pocahontas as exaniples of Indians who have become 
"legendary figures in hegemonic representations of Atnerican identity because 
both are tragic heroes," but who were "captives alnong the English before they 
becalne valuable allies."21 Most Alnericans revere Squanto and Pocahontas for 
thc assistance they provided to European co]onists, but neither know nor learn 
that captivity often compelled their assistance. The suppression of this fact, 
Strong argues, happens "because it is inconsistent with their personification of 
peaceful and voluntary acquiescence in the colonial project."22 Winne1l'lUCCa's 
text challenges the stereotypes that depicted native peoples as "savage" and 
reveals the Euro-An1crican practice of captivity and rape. 

Rape is a central issue in Life Among the Phlfes not only for Winnemucca, who 
escapes being raped on at least five occasions, but also for the Northern Paiute, 
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the Bannockl and all other Native Americans. The act of rape is more than a 
form of physical violence. As Susan Brownmiller notes in her study Against 
Our Will: Men, Women, and Rape, rape "is nothing more or less than a conscious 
process of intimidation by which all men keep all women in a state of fear."21 In 
this assertionl Brownluiller argues that instead of being simply an individual, 
singular, physical act rape is also a communall continujng, emotionat and 
spiritual project. Brownmiller, while tracing the recorded history of rape and 
the criminalization of rapel believes that "by anatomical fiat-the inescapable 
construction of their genital organs-the human male was a natural predator 
and the human fe111ale served as his natural prey'l (6). The ensuing fear of being 
I'hunted" by sexually aggressive lllell, Brownmiller hypothesizes, filed first to 
the establishlnent of a rudimentary lnaJe-protectorate and then S0111etime later 
to the full-blown luale solidification of power, the patriarchy/' which inevitably 
positioned woman as luan's "first piece of real property" (8). The construction 
of won1en as another male possession allows patriarchal systems to justify rape. 
Playing on Blevin/s statement that "first they fight and then they fornicate," 
Browluuiller connects the rape of WOlnen to the conquest of the Americas, 
adding, "When tnen are men, slugging it out among thelnselves, conquering 
new land, subjugating new people, driving on toward victory, u.nquestionably 
there shall be SOlne raping" (23). The raping that accolupanies the Ilconquering 
[of] new land" and the 'Isubjugating [of] new people" affects native peoples 
in devastating ways. Andrea Smith (Cherokee) remarks, "We cannot limit 
our conception of sexual violence to individual acts of rape- rather it encon1-
passes a 'wide range of stratcgies designed not only to destroy peoples, but to 
destroy their sense of being a people."24 Smith's perception of the" genocidal'! 
consequences of rape points to t11c "ideology that Native bodies are inherently 
violable- and by extension, that Native lands are also inherently violable."25 
Winnelnucca! s text delnonstrates an understanding of these concepts as she 
focuses the reader not just on the attempted rapes she avoided but also on the 
rapes of nun1erous native women and the rape of the Jand. 

Many critics who have explored the relationships between white men and 
lndian women have failed to see rape as lnore th,m a sexual crilne. For example, 
Walter O!Meara, in his book Daughters of the Country: The Women (~f the Fur Trad
ers an.d Mountai'n Men, exan1ines the roles that women! both native and white, 
served in fur-trade society. O'Meara! while acknowledging the fear that Native 
American W0111en had of White men, attributes this emotion to the fallacious 
dichotOlllY: "Yet there was a gulf that was never bridged: a chasm, not just of 
race but of archeological time, that perhaps no civilized lnan has ever succeeded 
in closing between hilnsel£ and a prhuitive woman."26 O'Meara dedicates an 
entire chapter to the subject of rape, looking particularly at white atrocities on 
Indian women. O!Meara nai"vc'l y concludes that the n1ajority of rapes occurred 
during the early years of first contact! as the Spanish, prin1arily, looked for sexual 
slaves. In fur-trade society, by contrast, he argues that trappers! normally the first 
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wave of Euro American contact, neither raped nor abused WOlnen: "[I]t seelns 
quite safe to say that sexual violence against [Indian] women seldom occurred."27 
a/Meara bases this denial of rape on the precarious nature of the situation in which 
the mountain man found himself: surrounded by "hostile savages." Although 
pennanent white settlement began later in Nevada, white elnigrants had ahnost 
raped Winnen1ucca's older sister years earlier, proving O'Meara erroneous in his 
conclusions on the frequency of rape on the frontier. 

Winnenlucca signals her reader to the fear of rape at the begiruling of her 
tribal narrative and restates this fear throughout the text. Because the geography 
and climate of Northern Paiute land is rernote and arjd, the Paiutes had "never 
seen a white n1an" unti I a few years after WinnelTIUCCa's birth, when a wagon 
train of California-bound en1.igrants arrived. Wimlemucca's initial reaction 
to the presence of the white enligrants was feal~ not unlike the reaction that 
Jedediah Slnith encountered as he rode into an Indian village in the Rockies, 
where a girl of nine or ten fled before him and his trapping party and then fell 
dead because of her inlmense fear.2H While n1any agents created and intensified 
Winnemucca's fear and distrust of white rnen, fron1 her narrative one can see 
that at the center of her dread was the fear of being raped. At a very young 
age she had known this fear to materialize in the rapc of her older sister Mary 
when the family stayed at and worked on the Scott hOlnestead: 

The 111cn whorn rny grandpa called his brothers would come into our 
can1p and ask 111y lnother to give our sister to thenl. They ·would come 
in at night, and we would all scream and cry, but that would not stop 
thell1. My sister, and lnother, and my uncles all cried and said, "Oh, 
why did we COll1e? Oh, we shall surely all be killed some night." My 
uncles and brothcrs would not dare to say a won:t for fear they would 
be shot down. So we used to go away every night after dark and hide, 
and COlne back to our camp every morning.2lJ 

Winnemucca's mother pleads with her oldest son to leave his employment with 
the Scotts because she fears her daughter will be taken forever and either be killed 
or forced into prostihltion: "Mother said, 'Dear son, you know if we stay here sister 
will be taken from us by the bad white man. T would rather see her die than see her 
heart full of fear every night.'/'30 ·Wilu1enlucca does not explicitly claill1 her sister 
was raped, but as Margo Lukens reads this passage, liThe characteristic delicacy of 
Wilmelnucca's narration suggests, despite an absence of pnlrient detail, that her sister 
may have been raped/ since the fall1ily's tears and noise 'would not stop them. III 31 

Throughout her text, WinnCl11ucca avoids the "pnuient details" and adopts II a syn
onyln of rape or sexua 1 assault that was fmniliar to white women, [which] asserts not 
only that sllch violations occurred but that they were, indeed violations.1i32 Mary's 
rape, while not explicitly detailed, still occurs and has powerful consequences for 
Winnemucca and for her people. 
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Winnemucca does not always provide details of her own narrow escapes 
from Spanish and other white men who intend to rape hel~ yet her text implies 
that she, too, has survived attempted rapes. In the Jnost detailed account, Win
nemucca tells how, on a trip to the YakiJna Reservation, she had been warned 
by her cousin Joe Witmeillucca that "very bad men" along the way "SOtnetimes 
... would throw a rope over our women, and do fearful things to thenl ... 
most terrible outrageous things to our women." Thus alerted, she and her sister 
stopped at a Mr. Anderson's and narrowly escaped being raped: 

I said to sister, "Oh, how my heart jumps. Sotnething is going to 
happen to us, dear." 

III feel that way too," sister said. We sat a long tilne, but it was very 
cold, and at last we lay down and I soon fell asleep. 

Some one laid a hand on m.e and said, "Sarah!" 
1 jumped up with fright and gave him such a blow right in the face. 

T said, "Go away, or I will cut you to pieces, you mean man!" He ran 
out of the house, and Mr. Anderson got up and lighted a candle. There 
was blood on the side of the bed, and on my hands and the floor. He 
said,-

"Oh, Sarah, what have you done? Did you cut him?" 
"No, 1 did not cut him; I wish I had. I only stnlck him with n1y hand." 
He said, IIWell, a 1nan who will do such a thing needs killing."33 

While Whule1nucca does not make plain the man's intentions, her account 
of the experience signals to the audience that she, as well as her sister and Mr. 
Anderson, believed he was detennined to rape her. Furthennore, Winnemuc
ca's response to the attack denl0nstrates the Ineans that she and other Native 
American women en1ployed to protect themselves from whjte male violence, 
essentially positioning themselves as subjects who act rather than objects who 
are acted upon. She follows through with her vow that "if such an outrageous 
thing is to happen to me, it will not be done by one man or two, while there are 
two women with knives, for I know what an Indian woman can do" (228). 

Winnemucca's tribal narrative also demonstrates how singular acts of cap
tivity and rape are collective acts, and how they lead to larger conflict and de
struction. The catalyst that pushed the Northern Paiute into the Pyramid Lake 
War and the Bannocks into the Bannock War was the rape of Indian WOlnen. 
Winnetnucca recounts the story of two twelve-year-old Paiute girls who were 
abducted and raped in 1860. The Williams brothers, two traders who lived on 
the Carson River near the Paiute calnp, denied seeing or taking the girls, but 
on the discovery of a hidden cellar, Paiute men found the kidnapped girls and 
killed the Williams brothers for the atrocities they had conlmitted. The local 
white population requested that the governlnent send soldiers to protect the 
community and kill the Ilbloodthirsty savages [that] had lllurdered two inno-
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cent, hardworking, industrious, kind-hearted settlers" (71-72). The resulting 
Pyralnid Lake Wal~ as Winnem_ucca recounts, Illasted about three months, and 
after a few precious ones of lny people, and at least a hundred white men had 
been killed ... a peace was lnade" (72). In 1878, a band of Bannock arrived at 
the Malheur Agency from Fort Hall Reservation with sad news: /lOne of the 
Indians had a sister 01Jt digging some roots, and these white men went to the 
women who were digging, and caught this poor girl, and used her shamefully. 
The other women ran away and left this girl to the lnercy of those white nlen ... " 
(139). The Bannock retaliated by killing the rapists. To punish the BalUl0ck for 
their carriage of justice, white authorities confiscated their ponies and guns. 
The starving Bannock on the Fort Hall Reservation and the similarly starving 
Northern Paiute at the Malheur Agency joined together in revolt against the 
oppressive Indian agents and the reservation systeln, beginning the Bannock 
War/ the last significant Indian/white conflict in southern Oregon and northern 
Nevada. The consequences of the Bannock War were extreme for the North
ern Paiute: The governlnent closed the Malheur Agency and, in the winter of 
1879/ forced the Northern Paiute to walk three hundred and fifty miles through 
deep snow to the Yakima Reservation. The cost in human life was great as 
five hundred and fifty Northern Paiutes died on a march that is renliniscent 
of the Cherokee Trail of Tears. Winnemucca signals that her text is a narrative 
of her people's captivity when she charges the United States government of 
holding nus in places against our will, driving us from place to place as if we 
were beasts" (244-45). Winnernucca's accounting of the captivity and rape of 
the Northern Paiutes not only inverts the literary and popular conventions of 
the Indian-captivity narrative, but also takes the rhetoric of colonization and 
fashions it into a tribal narrative form. 

While numerous and complex factors contributed to the comlnencenlent 
of the Bannock War/ WinnelTIUCCa suggests that a white settler's rape of one 
Bannock girl caused the death of so many of her people and the further loss 
of Paiute land. Winnelnucca's account of Native American interaction with 
white colonists presents a history that counters the traditionally held ilnages of 
native peoples being highly sexual and inllnoraJ. She defiantly proc1ailns the 
1110rality of her people and decries the hypocrisy of Judeo-Christian white lnen: 
nAh/ there is one thing you cannot say of the Indian. You call hirn savage, and 
everything that is bad but one; but, thanks be to God/ I alYl so proud to say that 
my people have never outraged your women, or have even insulted them by 
looks or words" (244). Instead of seeing the popular tradition of white women 
taken and raped by Indian men, Winnelnucca accuses white men of committing 
the atrocities that the dominant culture affixes to native men. 

Winnemucca's challenge to white-constructed hnages of Native Americans 
and her indictment of white lnasculine violence against native women continues 
as she expresses the horror and fear she has of the practice of cannibalisln, which 
she learned of when the Donner party became stranded in the Sierra Nevada 
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in 1846. Winnemucca accuses Euro Alnericans of engaging in cannibalism-a 
justification that colonists often used for the extermination of native peoples. 
Maggie Kilgour finds the concept and definition of cannibalism centered in 
the struggle between societies who want to impose their cultural and religious 
ideology on other groups, and when the hegelnony labels the Other as can
nibal, it condones "the oppression, extermination, and cultural cannibalistTI 
(otherwise known as iInperialism) by the rule 'eat or be eaten."'34 Kilgour 
further argues, "In the case of the New World, a similar logic also justified the 
appropriation of property: The Indians' lack of a concept of possession, on the 
one hand, supported cOlnparisons of America with Paradise, where there had 
been no private property; on the other, it made appropriation totally excus
able, as no individual was being hanned."35 W. Arens asserts that cannibalism, 
whether '/exocannibalism" (the eating of people outside of the cultural group) 
or "endocannibalisln" (the eating of people from inside the group), is largely a 
myth put forward by overly zealous anthropologists as a Ineans of delnonizing 
someone else-the racially and ethnically Other.36 Arens's claim faced strong 
criticism fron1 anthropologists, who understandably felt their arguments and 
investigations would be dismissed. Don Gardner, in defending his research, 
insists that "there is atnple evidence that, for Inany peoples, attributions of can
nibalisn1 to alien others is an effective instnunent of demonization.'137 Gardner's 
statelnent maintains that non-Western peoples practice cannibalisln and that 
Western anthropologists are correct in demonizing theln. Gardner, however, 
does not address Western cannibalisn1, nor does he demonize those who have 
engaged in the practice. 

Whmernucca's fear of being eaten alive by white settlers is just as palpable 
as her fear of being raped. With the lnemory of the Walker party's massacre of 
almost eighty Paiute in 1833 and the "fearful story" that Paiute mothers told 
their children of "whites ... killing everybody and eating them," Winnemucca 
and the members of her band flee before the arrival of a group of en1igrants 
to the Humboldt River in 184B.JH Unable to keep up with the rest of the band, 
Tuboitony tens her sister, "Let us bury our girls, or we shall all be killed and 
eaten Up."39 Winnemucca describes the fear she felt as she waited through the 
day in the burning sun for her death: "Oh, can anyone imagine my feelings 
buried alive, thinking every minute that I was to be unburied and eaten up by 
the people that Iny grandfather loved so much?'/40 Gae Whitney Canfield sug
gests that Winnelnucca's fear and the tale her n10ther told her and her sister 
derived from a well-known tale of a "Cannibal Owl, a Paiute boogeYlnan who 
... carried away crying, misbehaving children, pounded them into a tender 
pulp, and ate theln with relish," but Winnemucca's tribal narrative does not 
support this assertion and instead suggests accounts of the cannibalism com
mitted by the Donner party that passed through Northern Paiute land in 1846, 
report that Winnemucca's band story they would have heard through their 
contact with the Eastern Miwok.41 
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The Donner party! armed with Lansford Hastir~.gs's The Em.igrants' Guide to 
Orego-n. and Cal{fornia and having little frontier experience! made a late start for 
California and almost died of thirst in the western deserts of Utah before being 
rescued by volunteers who brought them needed water and supplies. They 
then became trapped by the first snows in the Truckee basin without adequate 
shelter or food. In mid December all of th.e In en and won1.en who were strong 
enough to walk left the Truckee Basin camp in an attempt to traverse the 
mountains by snowshoe. Whi]e the first acts of cannibalisn1 among the Don
ner party were white on white, and only the bodies of those who had died of 
natural causes were consun1cd, two Inembers of the party were actually killed 
for food: the two Miwok guides, Luis and Salvador. Luis and Salvador had 
willingly accolllpanied Charles Stanton! who had crossed the Sierra Nevada in 
advance of the lnain company to secure needed supplies from John Sutter so 
as to assist the wagon train in their late passage. Luis and Salvador joined the 
group of snowshoers in their atteInpt to cross the Sierra Nevada and refused 
to consume human flesh, while the white IneInbers cannibalized their dead.42 

After several hard days in the mountains and having eaten all of the dried hu
man flesh left froln the body of Patrick Dolan! n1en1bers of the group decided 
that! rather than drawing lots on who would be sacrificed and consun1cd, Luis 
and Salvador would be killed. George R. Stewart states that Willialn H. Eddy 
warned the two Miwok guides of the intentions of the remainder of the group, 
allowing them to escape their hntninent deaths; yet, Charles F. McGlashan ar
gues that they fled because they were "horrified at the Sight of human beings 
eating the flesh of their comrades."43 Their escape was to be short lived. Eliza 
W. Farnhmn, a survivor of the small group, recorded in her journal the horrific 
fate of Luis and Salvador: 

Suddenly they cmne, one daYt upon the two fugitive Indians, resting. 
Poor fellows! They had had nothing to eat since they fled from the camp 
of death on that terrible night. They had traveled on, feeble and hungry, 
but hopeful; for they knew that abundance was before them, and that it 
was really not far off, could they but struggle forward. 

They never saw their bountiful horne again. The starving emigrants, who 
could not slay each other! thought with less scruple of the fate of these.44 News 
of the party's gruesolne actions quickly reached the Northern Paiute and fur
ther celnented their belief that whites practiced cannibalisIn and particularly 
enjoyed Indian flesh. 

In his travel narrative Life in. the Far West, George Frederick Ruxton relates a 
similar account of four trappers working in the Great Basin! northwest of the 
Great Salt Lake, during the winter of 1847. The trapper and hero of Ruxton's 
narrative, La Bonte, led his small group of four trappers on the trail of SOlne 
IIDigger" fndians (Western Shoshone), who had stolen two of his party's horses. 
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After a single day's pursuit, La Bonte and his party came upon the Western 
Shoshone village and exacted their revenge. The trappers quickly nlurdered 
nine Indian lnell and then turned to their spoils: 1/ All this thne the women, half 
dead with fright, were huddled together on the ground, howling piteously; and 
the mountaineers advancing to them/ whirled their lassos round their heads, 
and throwing the open nooses into the midst, hauled out three of theIn, and 
securing their arms in the rope, bound them to a tree, and then proceeded to 
scalp the dead bodies./'4s The three Tndian women were particularly valuable 
to the trappers because they were rlot only sexual partners but could also serve 
in a dOlnestic function. The kidnapping and subsequent rnarriage of Native 
Alnerican W0111en to white fur trappers, termed marriage a la fa~~on du pays, was 
widespread. Indian girls could also be procured through trade or purchase at the 
slave markets in Taos and Santa Fe.46 For La Bonte and his Inert, these Western 
Shoshone lacked a spiritual or moral center; they were not hU111an beings like 
themselves but a c01111110dity to be bought and sold. 

The captivity of these three women elucidates Winne111ucca/ s fear of rape and 
cannibalisln, while enforcing the COIlllTIodification of Native American WOlnen 
as objects to be used. After the trapper raid on the Shoshone village/ La Bonte 
and his party travel southeast, crossing the barren salt flats west of the Great 
Salt Lake. With their supply of water and food entirely depleted/ the men and 
their captives Inarch for four consecutive days/ looking for water and eating 
their horses as they give out. The trappers, on the point of starvation, according 
to La Bonte, then nltuder their still-living captives and eat them: 

I'There's the ITIeat, hos-help yourself." La Bonte drew the knife from 
his scabbard, and approached the spot his companion was pointing to; 
but what to his horror to see the yet quivering body of one of the Indian 
squaws/ with a large portion of the flesh butchered from it, and part of 
which Forey was already greedily devouring.47 

To the four trappers, the Shoshone women are property and lnay be disposed 
of as they wish, even bu tchered for meat. In the trappers' understanding of 
the role and purpose of Native American WOlnen, their actions, while horrific 
to La Bonte, are justified because, as Forey says, "lneat was lneat, anyhow 
they fixed it."4H The Western Shoshone/ neighbors of the Northern Paiute in 
the Great Basin, often crossed paths in their patterns of subsistence. One Inust 
aSSlnne that through inter-tribal contact the Northern Paiute/ and Winnenlucca 
herself, would have heard of the events that Ruxton describes in his narrative. 
COIning only a year after the Donner party/ another episode of cannibalisrn by 
the white invaders would have solidified and justified Winnemucca's fear of 
captivity, rape, and cannibalisln. 

A critical reading of Winnemucca's tribal narrative reveals a connection 
between rape and cannibalisln (other than that they are both appalling and 
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gruesOlne acts) and speaks to the connection of body and spirit. Georgi-Findlay 
argues that Winnemucca uses her knowledge of white rape and cannibalism to 
create an "inversion of the pattern of the Indian captivity narrative," in which 
"she casts white people in the role of savagcs."49 While Georgi-Findlay iden
tifies the importance of these two fears for Winnemucca and for her people/ 
she does not recognize their connection. In From Communion to Cannibalism: 
An AnatOlny of Metaphors of Incorporation, Kilgour examines not just the act of 
cannibalism but also its representations in Western culture. She argues that 
rape and cannibalis111 are fonns of uincorporation, ... a process concerned 
with embodiment and the bringing of bodies together.1f50 Kilgour makes the 
connection between sexual intercourse and cannibalism, explaining that "like 
eating, intercourse lnakes two bodies one, though in a union that is fortunately 
less absolute and perrnanent."51 Because sexual intercourse "is an incolnplete 
act of incorporation," Kilgour argues that it "may be seen as intensifying de
sire to the point where it becolnes transform.ed into not art but aggression.//52 

For Winnemucca, rape and canniba 11sn1 constitute forms by which white men 
control and possess nati ve peoples and native women in particular. In the act 
of rape/ the male takes the fen1ale's virtue, forcing his identity and sexual desire 
upon her, while simultaneously repressing hers. Nicholas Groth/ in his study of 
rape offenders Men Who Rape: The Psychology of the Offender/ argues that "rape 
is a pseudosexual act/ complex and mu ltjdetennined, but addressing issues of 
hostility (anger) and control (power) niore than passion (sexuality)/ and/ "for 
the offender it is not his desire to hann his victim but to possess her sexually."53 

Cannibalism n10re d€lnonstratively develops this idea. Peggy Reeves Sanday 
points out that the act of cannibalism is a form of don1ination and power: "The 
victj}n taken in warfare is tortured and reduced to food in the ultimate act of 
dOlnination. At the saIne time/ by consuming enelny flesh one assiInilates the 
anin1us of another group's hostile power into one's own."54 The incorporation 
and conslllnption of another human being represents the ultimate act of posses
sion, taking the flesh, blood, nutrients/ and soul of the victim into the conSluner. 
People who practiced cannibalism throughout history have believed that in 
kiJ1ing and eating one's enemy they gained their victiln's strength and power. 
Winnenl.ucca's dread of being raped and eaten is based upon the fear of losing 
her strength, identity, virtue/ and spirit, and the fear that her tribal people will 
continue to dwindle in strength, numbers, identity, a.nd spirit. 

Life Among the Piutes is most often read as a political text, something that 
Winnemucca expected and wanted, that would JhOVe its readers to demand 
changes in United States Indian policies. Within recent years, scholars and critics 
of both autobiographical writing and Native Alnerican literature have read the 
text as the autobiography of an Indian woman who used Western, and more 
distinctly Western American, literary traditions to cast herself as a Western hero 
or as a woman warrior. Postcolonial theorists argue that Life Among the Piutes 
is an excellent exan'p]e of a cross-cultural literary collaboration. In staking out 
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Western theoretical positions, scholars and critics have overlooked the presence 
of countless stories of captivity, rape, and cannibalislTI. Winnemucca's text dis
plays a subtle sophistication, where she inverts the dominant, hegemonic literary 
discourse and writes the white captivity narrative. Her account of tribal events 
during 1846-1883 may be read as a defense and affirmation of Northern Paiute 
culture, lnorality, and identity, countering in1agery that saw Native American 
women, as sexual objects of white male desire. 
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Through the Lens of History 
The Native American Photograph Collection 

of the Nevada Historical Society 

LEE P. BRUMBAUGH 

The Nevada Historical Society collections include around fifteen hundred 
photographs of Native Americans. Most of the photographs are housed in the 
general collection, as the first and largest section of the ethnic-groups file. The 
general collection consists of a geographic file of photographs for each county, as 
wen as separate fi]es for commonly requested subjects! such as communications, 
transportation, Inilitary, education, and biography (or portraits) . A separate 
storage area for "individual collections!' contains photographic images kept 
together under the narne of the photographer or donor, as well as photography 
albums and collections with restrictions upon use, such as fragile glass plates. 
Two significant items in this section are a family-snapshot album showing Na
tive American Jife in the Reno area and an album by Esther L. Linton of Native 
Americans in Reno and Wadsworth at the turn of the last century. 

Most of the Native American photographs in the Society's collection are not 
nlajor fine-art achievements conlparable to Ed w'ard Curtis's portraits of Plains 
w'arriors or Laura Gilpin's inlages of the Pueblo dwellers of the Southwest. 
Nonetheless, the Society's collection is an important and widely used documen
tary resource for anthropologists! historians, textbook publishers, film makers 
and, perhaps Inost important, contemporary Native American descendants of 

Lee Bnll1lbaugh has been Curator of Photography at the Nevada Historical Society 
since 1997. He received his ph.D. in anthropology troln the University of California, 
Berkeley in 1992, where he was also photographer and consultant for special projects at 
the Hearst Museum of Anthropology. Dr. Brulnbaugh completed an MFA in photogra~ 
phy at Washington State University in 1981. In support of his own photographjc work, 
he has received South Carolina Arts Conllnission and Dorothea Lange Fellowships. 
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the individuals photographed. Reproductions of photographs from the Society's 
Native Anlerjcan collections are housed in most h-iba] archives of Nevada, easten1 
Califonua, and western Idaho. Virtually every textbook, CD, or film on women's 
history, Native American history, or history of the American West includes photo
graphs of Nevada's Native Americans from the Society's collections. 

The photographs in the collection fall into a number of contextual as well as 
media types. The two most bask categories are studio portraits and on-location 
shots. Most of the photographs frcHn the pioneer period (or, fron1 the Native 
Alnerican perspective, the early-conquest period) are studio portraits. Tn the 
middle of the nineteenth century, photographers looked for inspiration to the 
grand vistas of the American landscape painters, the Hudson River School frOln 
back East and the Luminists in the West. The nlost falnous photographers of 
the post-Civil War period were the Western-survey photographers, Willianl 
Henry Jackson and Ti1110thy O'Sullivan. I Like the LUlninists, they portrayed 
the West as a grand, pristine, and, n10st ilnportant, empty wilderness waiting 
for the arrival of European civilization, as reformulated in America. Portray
ing the West as a land fully occupied by thriving Native American nations did 
not fit the expansionist plans of the United States government and the busi
ness interests it represented. When Jackson and O'Sullivan were later hired as 
railroad photographers to dOCl.1111ent the building of railroads, hU111an activity 
remained subordinate to the expansive landscape concept. The images are 
decidedly not intinlate work portraits, as that genre would be later defined in 
the photography medium. 

A second model for early photography of the West was the popular bircl's
eye view of towns created by traveling artists and published as lithographs. 
Carleton Watkins's famous nlani111oth-plate views (sixteen-by-twenty inches) 
of Virginia City in 1873 fall into this category. Watkins, incidentally, 111ay well 
have been the first fine-art photographel~ in that he sold his landscape views, 
1110st fanl0usly those of Yo sen lite, as framed decorations to be hung on the wall 
in the nlanner of paintings. Watkins, like the earlier survey photographers, did 
not include Native Alnericans in his landscapes. 

Street scenes and ground-level views of any kind did not becollle COlnlnon 
until the late 1880s. The exception would be the occasional shots of depots by 
railroad photographers such as Alfred A. Hart.2 The earliest known photograph 
of Native Americans in Nevada in the Society'S collection is probably Hart's 
circa 1868 stereograph of the Reno depot, which shows a group of Native 
Anlericans waiting for the train, possibly back to Wadsworth, near the Pyramid 
Lake Paiute Reservation. 

Anl0ng the first extensive ground-level doclllllentation of hlllnan activity in 
Nevada is the work of the Utah photographer, Janles H. Crockwell, WllO traveled 
widely in Nevada and lnaintained a studio in Virginia City in the late 1880s.3 

His views include group portraits of tniners, students, tourists, and railroad 
excursionists, as well as images of shopkeepers and patrons posing in front of 
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JOrul Howe t Washoet working as a boiler keepel~ Virginia City, ca. 1895. Photographer 
unknown. (E1H-497) 
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The Native Alnerican can,p at Virgi.nia City, ca. ·1895. Copy of print by Willialn Cann. 
(ETH-704) 

stores. However, Native Alnericans appear ill none of his photographs in the Soci
ety's collections. The next major photographer on the Comstock and the one with 
perhaps the grandest studio interior was William Cann. Cann had emigrated from 
COTIlwa114 to the Comstock at age eleven and upon taking up photography, seems 
to have found Nevada's Native Americans to be a new and interesting subject. 
Original Cann prints, as well as copies from Calm's personal Comstock album, 
show that he made numerous location portraits of Native Americans working 
and living in Virginia City during the 1890s (ETH 497 and ETH-704). Although 
important as virtually the only such record, his work by no tneans attempted an 
in-depth ethnographic study. His perspective is that of the casually inquisitive, 
but sYlnpathetic, outsider, a perspective that typified photographs of Native 
Americans in the state generally. This is not intended as a criticism. Caml's 
photo essa)" as it might be termed, is one of the best known. Without the work 
of amateurs and occasional studies by professional portraitists, the photographic 
record of Native American life in Nevada would be sparse indeed. Willimll Cann 
went on to open Reno's first major drug store, while also working as a postcard 
and sports photographer. So far as is currently known, he did not again docu
ment the lives of Native Americans in Nevada. 
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Captain Petel a noted Washoe leadert 1881. Studio portrait by A. L. Smith. Printing
out-paper print on imperial card. (E1 H-1 7) 
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Washoe mother and child, ca. 1890. Cabinet card by the Nevada Art Gallery, Reno. 
The W0111an and her baby are not identified. (ETH-455) 

A. L. Smith, known as AI/' is famous for his first-on-the-scene views of the new 
mining camp at Tonopah. However, in the 1880s he made two excellent portraits 
of Washoe leaders, Captain Pete (ETH-18) and Captain Jim (ETH-19). The first por
trait depicts Captain Pete in full ccrelnonial regalia, including a feather headdress, 
shell-bead necklaces, and beaded Inoccasins. To his right is a Slnall collection of the 
geometrically patten1ed, highly artistic baskets made by the WOlnen of his tribe. 
The second portrait shows Captain Jim in everyday attire, a suit and wide-brimmed 
hat, holding a walking stick. Less sanguinely, Sn1ith also created and sold a decid
edly jnsensitive postcard that made fun of the role of Native American women as 
washerwolnen for the whites, a forn1 of dOlnestic servitude forced upon them by 
the European invasion, not a personal choice. 

Two of the finest nineteenth-century portraits in the collection were made at E. P. 
Butler's studio in Reno, the Nevada Art Gallery (earlier the Nevada Gallery).ti Butler 
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This unidentified photo probably depicts a Shoshone mother and her daughter in the 
Tonopah area, ca. 1905. Matte collodion or gelatin-silver print. Photograph by E. W. 
Slnith. (ETH-S47) 

took over the Nevada Gallery fronl the previous proprietorsl Cook and Schnieder, 
in 1884. Butler's portrait of an lmidentified Washoe WOlnan and her baby is artistic, 
in the ternlS of the timel in its apparent effort to capture the spirit of motherhood 
rather than the lnere visual facts (ETH-4S5). The second excellent portrait shows 
a young Inan posed with his repeating rifle; it has not yet been identified by tribe. 
Both portraits were probably created in part with the intention of selling copies to 
toulists and local history enthusiasts. The inlages are stereotypesl but positive ones, 
the Hallmark version of Nevada's Native Americans, if you will. 

At the turn of the last century, population and econonl1c power in Nevada began 
its great shift south, first to Tonopah in 1900, the site of the greatest silver strike of 
the day, then in 1902 to Goldfieldl host to Alnerical s last Inajor gold rush. Two pho
tographers who had gained varying degrees of fame Inaking photographs of the 
Klondike gold nlshl P. E. Larson7 and E. W. SIruth, themselves nlshed south to see 
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and record the new elephant, or the next big thing in mining strikes. E. W. Smith 
made at least three excellent portraits of Native Alnerican women. One shows a 
woman and a girl who appears to be her daughter. They are probably members of 
the Shoshone tribe, in whose territory Tonopah was located. Taken with a tripod
mounted view caIn era, the image (ETH-547) is carefully cOlnposed, but somewhat 
nlore intimate and revealing of individual personality than are Al Smith's stiff and 
distant poses. E. W. Smith, who had attended a photographic trade school as a youth, 8 

seelns to have consciously elnployed the technique of visual repetition and contrast. 
The lnother is shown seated with her large basketry water bottle, while her daughter 
stands next to her holding a slnal1er, child-size water bottle. The second image, a real 
photo postcard, is a candid shot of Alice Hicks Graham and Hattie Smith. They are 
wearing fine beaded dresses and each has a single flower in her hair. They are looking 
to the right, not at the photographer, and are probably watching a Fourth of July or 
similar parade (ETH-543). The third itnage is a studio portrait of two beautifu I young 
women, both wearing long cotton dresses adapted to the then current Shoshone style. 
The older girl's dress has a beaded diamond pattern aroWld the top. 

AnonylTIOUS photographers created the vast majority of the photographs in the 
Society's collection. They were the new breed of mnateur snap-shooters, whose 
descendants thought the subjects merited donation to the Society. Many snapshots 
were lnade by local historians and educators usirtg the new, inexpensive hand-held 
cameras. These images are distinguished lnore by their ethnographic sensibility than 
their tecrulical quality. Still others are copies of low-grade newspaper reproductions. 
Numerous commercial postcards and even studio portraits were sold without their 
maker's mark (ETH-501). 

Two impoliant conul1ercial postcard photographers, who always identified thejr 
work and covered Native Alll.erican subjects, were A. E. Holt and Burton Frasher, 
Sr. Holt was a photographer and businessman in Rhyolite frclln the time near its 
beginnings to its decline in 1908. He sold postcards and photo albums illustrating 
local history. Several of his hnages show the camps of Pananunt Western Shoshone 
bands near the milling towns (HOLT-160). Frasher's studio was located in Pomona, 
Ca lifonlia, but he made postcards for Nevada's tourist market from the 1920s to the 
1970s.9 One of Frasher's postcard series docutnents Native American activities and 
public cultural demonstrations at the Stewart Indian School and at reservations. 

A brief survey of the organization of the collection lnay help give a sense of the 
breadth and scope of subjects available to the researcher. The collection begins 
interestingly enough with photographs of the 1960 ceremony commetTIorating 
one hundred years of peace between the Pyrmnid Lake Paiute and the United 
States (wording derived from the ori.ginal caption). The event, somewhat sur
real by today's standards, featured the unveiling of an historical plaque and an 
Air Force honor guard salute. Alnong the dignitaries on the Paiute side were 
Mark Jones, Harry Winnelnucca and Katie Frazier, while the United States side 
was represented by, alnong others, the commandant of Stead Air Force Base 
in Reno (ETH-IO). 
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Card ganlc, Rhyolite, ca. 1906. Possibly Panalnint Shoshone players. Matte collodion 
or gelatin-silver print. (IIOLT-160) 

Ceremony cOlnnlemorating one hundred years of peace between the Pyramid Lake 
Paiute Tribc and the United States, -1860-1960. Mark Jones, in regalia, shaking hands 
with the commandant of Stead Air Force Base. Original! 8 XIO-glossy, gelatin-silver 
print; photographer unknown. (ETH-10) 
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The next section, labeled Chiefs, is followed by sections on Nevada's most 
fmnous Native Americans: The Winnemucca fanli1y, Sarah Winnelnucca (in her 
own section), Louisa Keyser (Datsolalee), Johnson Sides, Jack Wilson (Wovoka), 
and Shoshone Mike. Tn Nevada, the tenn chief was created as part of the colo
nial process of conquest. Before contact, Nevada's Native Aln.ericans lived in 
small bands that followed a seasonal round of hunting-and-gathering activities 
within their local territories. There were consensual local band leaders, but not 
hereditary or elected tribal chiefs. As the Enro Americans took over the Native 
American lands, they created the fiction of chiefs and helped raise certain lead
ers to that status so that they could officially cede the tribes' land to the Euro 
Americans. These chiefs were not always just stooges for the invaders. Many 
of thetn worked tirelessly and valiantly to preserve what land and econolnic 
opportunities they could for their tribes. However, for various reasons, Native 
Alnericans beloved by the Anglos, such as Sarah Winnemucca- whose com
lnemorative statue now resides at the National Statuary Hall- are sometimes 
seen as controversial figures by contemporary Native Americans. 

Native American leaders represented in the first section include Captain 
Pete of the Washoe, Captain John fron, Benton, California, at ninety-eight years 
of age; Captain David Numana; Chief Long Charlie of Paradise Valley; Mark 
Jones of the Pyramid Lake Paiute; Hank Pete, a Washoe chairman in the 1950s; 
and Chief Richard Bender, a police officer at the Carson Agency around 1915. 
The word captain was an Anglo tenn for the traditional band leaders. Such 
captains l11.ay or may not have been elevated to the position of tribal chiefs in 
a political sense. In the early twentieth century, chief was often used for any 
Native Alnerican authority figure, such as a police officer. Today, of course, 
Nevada's Native American reservations have elected officials, including tribal 
chairmen or chairwomen. 

The Winnemucca family section includes original cabinet- and boudoir-card 
portraits of Chief Winnemucca, the widely reproduced image of Numaga (or 
"Young Winnemucca") in warrior regalia (ETH-59), as well as images of Sarah 
Winnemucca/s brother Natches and his sons Jackson Overton (Bow-E-An), also 
known as Skilmy Dave, and Gilbert N. Overton. 

Chief Winnemucca is said to have argued against open warfare with the in
vading Europeans and to have facilitated the construction of the transcontinental 
railroad through Paiute territory. As a reward he received free railroad passes 
and was lavished with gifts. In gratitude, the United States Army presented 
Chief Winnemucca with the military uniform shown in his portraits (ETH-63).1O 
This family section includes additional photographs of the Pyramid Lake Paiute 
triba1 chairman Harry Winnemucca, great-grandson of Chief Winnelnucca. 
The time range of this section is dramatic, from the 1880s portraits of Chief 
Winnelnucca in his anny uniform to the last image, which shows Harry Win
neillucca in ceremonial regalia riding on a float during a 1950s Saint Patrick's 
Day parade in Sacran,ento (ETH-885). 
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Numaga, studio portrait, ca. 1870. Copy print, photographer unknown. (ETH-59) 
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Chief Winnen1ucca, boudoir-card portrait, ca. 1870s. 
Photographer unknown. (ETH-63) 

Pyrau1id Lake Paiute parade float, Reno, 1960. Glossy, 8xl0, gelatin
silver photograph by Ernie Mack. (ETR-B85) 
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Portrait of Sarah Wirll1clnucca in onc of her lecture
tour dresses, ca. 1883. Imperial card photograph 
Inade by Imperial Art Shldio of Baltimore. (ETH-82) 
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Sarah Winnemucca is by far the most faluous N"ative Alnerican W0111an from 
Nevada, and her portraits are the photographs for which the Nevada Historical 
Society receives the nlost requests for use in exhibitions and publications. Her 
circa 1884 portrait in which she is posed, standing with one foot forward, and 
wearing her lecture-circuit regalia and what some tenn her Indian-princess 
crown, is the most ordered single photograph (ETH-82). For nlany EuroAmeri
cans, Sarah Winnemucca was and is among the nl0st adlnired WOlllen of her 
time. As an advocate of education, she opened one of the first schools for Native 
Anlericans. As an author, she wrote what is possibly the first autobiography 
by a Native Alnerican woman. Her lecture tours, in which she ad vocates better 
treatment for her tribe, and Native Americans generally I were wildly popular 
among white a.udiences. In Sa11y Zanjani's words, "fr01n the spring of 1883 to 
midsunlnler 1884, Sarah took the East by storml lecturing more than three hun-
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Sarah Winnemucca, oval bust portrait on a 
cabinet card, by the Bradley and Rulofson studio, 
San Francisco, ca. 1880. The inscription reads, 
"Your Loving sister, Sarah Winnemucca." (ETH-78) 

LEE P. BRUMBAUGH 

drcd tin1cs."1l However, within the political arena of the Easten1 Establislunent her 
railing against the corrupt but lucrati vc (for whites) Indian-agent systeln fell on deaf 
ears. Thc alteu1ate allotment systenl, far from being real refonn, tended to be just 
another IneaI1S to steal Native Anierican lands. While Sarah's historical standing 
lnay be cloudier for some members of her tribe today, the details of this critique are 
perhaps best left to the Native Anlerican experts. 

Besides the famous portrait, the Society holds an original cabinet card wi th 
an oval portrait (ETH-78) and an inscription suggesting the portrait was given 
to Natches in late 1879 or 1880.12 In this portrait, made at the Brad1ey and Ru
lofson studio in San Francisco/ Sarah is wearing the medal given to Natches 
after the 1878 Bannock War. Another portrait, possibly the earliest, shows her 
wearing a beaded-and-fringed buckskin dress with leggings and moccasins, and 
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Portrait of Louisa Keyser (Datsolalee) with two of her 
baskets, J 894. Printing-aut-paper print on inlperial card, 
studio not recorded. (ETH-88) 
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a satin bow in her hair (ETH-80). A cabinet card fronl a Boston studio shows 
her wearing a dark dress with a thin beaded belt and a less elaborate beaded 
choker (ETH-79). The card style suggests a later date, possibly fronl her last 
lecture tour back East in 1884. An additional copy print (ETH-77) shows a 
fourth beaded dress and accolnpanying regalia. Portraits of Sarah's husband 
Major Hopkins and her sister Ehna Smith conclude this section. 

Nevada's nlost fanl0us basket J11aker, Louisa Keyser (Datsolalee), is repre
sented by several portraits in which she is posed with her baskets, as well as four 
images showing her at work making thenl. Her baskets today are regarded not 
as craft products, but as major art 111asterpieces, each worth hundreds of thou
sands of dolJars. By far the most fanlous portrait (ETH-88) shows her in front 
of a crude cloth background posed with baskets frOlll her J'/nlasterpiece" series 
titled, J'/Light Reflection" and "Hunting Game in a Proscribed District/, on each 
side. A Inore surreal portrait (ETH-92) shows her seated like a queen, holding 
an elaborate walking stick in her right hand, in the manner of a lnonarch' s staff of 
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Louisa Keyser (Datsolalee) posing with nine of her 
baskets in an unidentified photography studio, 1894. 
Pl;nting-out-paper on imperial carel (ETH-92) 

Johnson Sides, three-quarters bust 
portrait, boudoir card, ca. 18806. 
Photographer unknown. (ETH-164) 

LEE P. BRUMBAUCH 
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power. The backdrop painting presents a palatial setting with elaborate arabesques 
that seeln to be a fantasy fusion of Persian and Gothic elenlents. A selection of her 
baskets is spread in a curved arc at her feet, like the subjects of her artistic empire. 
Rounding out this section are portraits of Datsolalee's relatives, including her 
sister-in-law, Cese (spelling varies). Cese's son is shown wearing his army wlifonl1 
from the American Expeditionaty Force in Fra11ce. The portrait was made in 1917. 
The follow"ing section of the catalog presents photographs of Datsola1ce's baskets, 
including one exanlple held by Abe Cohn, her patron and dealer. 

The next catalog section, devoted to Johnson Sides, features both studio 
portraits and location work. The style of the photographs and card lnounts 
suggests AI Smith may be the photographer for several of the portraits. A 
1880s cabinet card from Smith's Riverside Studio in Reno (ETH-164) provides 
a three-quarters view of the falnous "peacemaker." He is wearing a blanket 
and a cloth headdress with three eagle feathers at the rear. In a second portrait, 
he wears a secular suit and wide-brirnlned hat. Jolulson Sides was a rescued 
orphan of unknown tribe who represented the government in peace talks with 
a nunlber of tribes including the Paiute.13 Johnson Sides reappeared on the 
public stage briefly in 1890, when, with the Pyramid Lake Paiute tribal police, 
he orchestrated a foray to arrest Wovoka, the Ghost Dance prophet. Wovoka 
received a warning and disappeared until the expedition gave up. 

Jack Wilson, or Wovoka, whose photographs are gathered in the following 
section, l'llay well be the single Inost fatnous Native Alnerican frol11 Nevada other 
than Sarah Wirulenlucca. At this tinle in Nevada history, nl0st Native Anlericans 
worked for the ranchers who had taken over their tribal lands. The ranchers 
either believed that the land was unoccupied, because hunting-and-gathering 
groups cannot physically occupy all of their land at once, or simply did not 
care. The Wilsons, who owned the ranch on which Wovoka lived, rea ted Jack 
Wilson in senne ways like a son (albeit a son who, of course, lived in the yard! 
as it weret teaching hinl the basics of Christian belief at weekly bible readings. 
Although appreciative of the Wilsons's Christ-inspired kindness, Wovoka cer
tainly had no illusions about the nature of relations between the two cultural 
groups, or races, as they were then tenned. Nonetheless, Wovoka's syncretic 
Christian-and-Paiute religious movement, the so-called Ghost Dance, actually 
advocated peaceful coexistence with the whites. Wovoka is reported to have 
been angry and appalled that his unifying vision of peace had led inadvertently 
to the infalnous 1890 slaughter of Sioux men, wonlen, and children by the United 
States Anny at Wounded Kneel South Dakota. 

The Society's collections in the Wovoka section and elsewhere include several 
snapshots of the famed prophet during his many visits to Yerington (ETH-174, 
ETH-176, ETH-I005, etc.). Although not as respectful as the anthropologist 
James Mooney's classic posed study, the Yerington portraits, captured by 
tourists and newspaper reporters, represent one aspect of Wovoka's life. Im-
111ediately after the Wounded Knee tragedy Wovoka became a recluse, fearful 
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Jack Wilsonl also know'n as Wovoka, the Ghost Dance prophet, 
poses for a photograph in Yerington, ca..1920. Anonymous 
gelatin-silver snapshot. (ETH-1 74) 

no doubt of further reprisals by the United States government or the Paiute 
police. Although largely discredited anH)ng local Paiutes when the world did 
not end as predicted, Wovoka/s religious theories gradually evolved into rnore 
pcnnanent forms that were not dependent on the inlmediate rehtrn of Christ. 
Always an advocate of hard work- his nicknalne, Wovoka, means woodcutter 
in Paiutc, after his trade early in life- Jack Wilson later took up the somewhat 
softer trade of preacher-entrepreneur. He seemingly combined the medicinal 
techniques of a traditional Paiute doctor with the capitalist business model he 
had learned from the Wilsons and local shop owners. 14 

Anthropologists would term such a strategy a coping nlechanism typical of con
quered and oppressed peoples. One might also consider Wovoka as one of the first 
participant-observers to fully grasp the nature of the American Way and the meaning 
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of celebrity status within our cultural systenl. On the wholet it seems hard to deny 
that Wovoka helped lnany Native Americans to survive and endure. Throughout 
it allt Jack Wilsont the person, rnaintained a level of dignity aJld self-assurance that 
is often missing among today's celebrities. Other inlages related to the life of Jack 
Wilson include views of the Wilson ranch (ETH-178) and of Wilson's original plain 
wooden grave marker in the Schurz cemetery,. which reads sinlply 'IJack Wilson, 
died Sept. 20, 1932" (ETH-l055). 

The final biographical section in the first volUllle of the N au ve American photog
raphy catalog contains the ilnages related to Shoshone Mike's supposed murder of a 
party that included two Basque sheep lnen and their employee il, northern Washoe 
COlU1ty, an event that could, for the grandiosely minded, be tenned Alnerica's last 
Indian War. Shoshone Mike's band indeed may have been the last group of Native 
Americans to attelnpt to retunl to the traditional hunung-and-gathering lifestyle. 
Years of over-hLulting and extem1inating wild animals, perceived as cOlnpetition 
for cows, had left cattle as the main game that Captain Mike's band could find in 
the winter of 1911. Local cattle ranchers, who nught well themselves have been 
considered possible suspects, blarned notorious" cow tluef" Shoshone Mike for the 
murders. A posse headed by Captain J. P Donnelley, superilltendent of the Nevada 
State Police (ETH-194), guided by Native Anlerican tracker Skinny Pascal (ETH-181), 
succeeded in arresting the relnnants of the band after a shootout that left Shoshone 
Mike and most of his bLUld dead. 

Shoshone Mike posse members in back of saloon, Golconda; 1911. 
Copy print, photographer unknown. (ETH-199) 

-'::;. "" 
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The Society's photographs fron1 the event include hand-held snapshots of 
the posse, as well as professional iInages nlade by a comnlercial photographer 
(ETH-203, ETH-204, ETH-20B, ETH-210, etc.); also included are photographs of 
the captured band ren1nants being Ilnprisoned, first at the Golconda jail (ETH-
184 through ETH-190) and later in Reno (ETH-197). Additional photographs 
show Captain Mike's cerernonial headdress, ternled a war bonnet by whites 
(ETH-200), and the shotgun he used, in his view, to defend his band (ETH-202). 
Rubberneckers shown gathered on verandas and rooftops (ETH-195, ETH-198) 
watching for the rehtrn of the posse and a shot titled "four lnell.1bers of the posse 
in back of a saloon" give clues as to the atlTIosphere of the event (ETH-199). 

According to Native American oral traditions reported by Phillip 1. Earl on 
a Reno television progranl, Shoshone Mike was framed. 15 Native American 
leaders have also asserted that the bu llets fro In the bodies do not match those 
fr0111 the weapons owned by the band members. They believe that II cowboys 
working for the Miller-Lux outfit were the killers, mutilating the bodies to make 
it appear that [Native A1TIericans] had done the deed.'116 Further, according to 
this version of events, Shoshone Mike's band discovered the bodies and only 
then picked up the itelns said to incriminate them. On the other hand, surviv
ing nlelnbers of Shoshone Mike's band, both at the tini.e and lnuch later when 
coercion was not a factor, are said to have admitted to the killings, but they 
characterized the event as a shootout rather than murder.17 

One fact is cleal~ Shoshone Mike was fron1 Idaho and a melnber of the war
like Bannock band of the Shoshone tribe. In Nevada, relations between the 
two groups remained c0111paratively friendly during this period, with many 
Native Americans volunteering to serve in the arIned forces during World War 
1. For exanlple, Hugh Bryant, son of Louisa Keyser (Datsolalee) served with 
the A111erican Expeditionary Force in France (ETH-93). Cahn is restored, so to 
speak, by a succeeding section of early basket masterpieces by WOlnen frOll1 all 
three Nevada tribes (ETH-211 to ETH-300). 

The second voluJne of the photocopy catalog features candid portraits and 
location shots of Paiute life in the early post-conquest period (ETH-301 to 
ETH-428). The shots range frOln views by Esther Linton, possibly intended to 
dOCU111ent the sad hardships of a people dispossessed of their land (ETH-301, 
ETH-310, ETH-317, etc.), and those by various photographers that record the 
perseverance of traditional life ways and values. The latter include traditional 
Paiute canlps of the period. The hnages show a combination of traditional brush 
and tule-reed structures with European additions, such as canvas coverings for 
houses and metal implements for cooking. Traditional gathering and storage 
baskets are also shown in use, not as art objects. Other inlages document the 
Paiute cabins typical of ranch workers and of early reservation housing (ETH-
336, etc.). Traditional wonlen's work, besides basket making, such as firewood 
gathering and child care are covered (ETH-323, ETH-321, and ETH-361, etc.) 
The new fonTIS of survival based on wage earning, including working as ll1aids 
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Paiute camp at Wadsworth, ca.1907. Printing-out-paper print, photographer 
unknown. (ETH-32V 

Paiute family at a circus, ca.19°] O. Copy of anonymous snapshot. (ETH-366) 
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Waiting in line at Griswold's Store, Wadsworth, arowld 1910. Copy print, photographcr 
unknown. (ETH-384) 

Louisa Tonl, Washoe basketweaver, with rcconstnH ... -Uon of Washoe slab housct ca.1950. 
Real photo postcard on Kodak stock. Photographer unknown. (ETH-501) 
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and laundresses, are shown. Also included is Paiute participation in the new 
fonns of entertainment such as attending a circus (ETH-366) or playing poker. 
Less entertaining new experiences, such as standing in long lines to obtain 
goods and services that were previously free (i.e" free to be hunted or gathered) 
are doclunented as well (ETH-384). Photographs of the Paiute reservations at 
Schurz (ETH-384 to ETH-4(4) conclude this section. One important inlage (ETH-
404) shows the local version of the traditional dOlned reed house, around 1901. 
The image was titled, "Judy King and her father stand in front of the house." 
A 111etal stovepipe and a canvas door flap represent the European additions to 
the house. The catalog section on the Paiutes of northern Nevada concludes 
with modern snapshot jlnages of the first 1860 Pyranlid Lake War battle site, 
in which the Native Americans won (ETH-406 to ETH-409). 

A cornparatively small section showing life among the Paiutes of south.ern Nevada 
follows (ETH-412 to ETH-428). The section includes copies of John K. Hillers's photo
graphs taken during John Wesley Powell's expedition exploring the Colorado River. 
These seenl to have been staged without great regard for ethnographic accuracy. 
Several later images, including a portrait of a mother with her yOlmg daughter in a 
baby basket (ETH-429), Inay be 1110re accw"ate, although this has not been con finned 
with experts on the area. The next section, "Wornen and Children," (ETH-431 to 
ETH-486) consists ll1ainly of Paiute babies in baby basketst although two Washoe 
LU1d even one stray Cayuse (Oregon) example are present. 

The next catalog section is devoted to in1ages froln the Washoe tribe, agaill taken 
during the early years of the twentieth century. One excellent photograph shows 
two W0111en washing clothes at Hobo Hot Springs in the Carson Valley arowld 1900. 
The traditiona1 bark slab houses typical of the Washoe in camps in the Sierra Nevada 
1110tmtains are il1ustrated in photographs ETH-501 and ETH-505. The latter is the 
most published Washoe photograph aside fronl those of DatsolaJee. According to the 
original caption, the photograph was taken by Arthur M. Hill and was the home of Big 
Louise, a traditional medical practitioner, and her husband, a sub-chief of the Washoe 
tribe in this area. TIle photograph was nlade near Lakeside Park at Lake Tahoe. 

The following all-Shoshone section (ETH-508 through ETH-541) begins with 
a portrait of three WOlnen identified by the photographer as Shoshone at Car
son City, circa 1900 (ETH-510). The WOluen all wear the long dress, blanket, 
shawl, and headsca.rf standard for the time in Nevada. The second portrait is 
an A. Forbes postcard fro111 1910 showing "Nettie'l from Death Valley. Forbes 
was a COlnlnercial photographer based in Bishop, California. Also included is 
an image of Toi-Toi, an ilnportant Shoshone leader. Chief Toi-Toi is noted for 
keeping his tribe out of the 1860s wars against the settlers and the Artny. An
other significant photograph documents a Shoshone dance at Battle Mountain 
in the early 1900s (ETH~513). The dancers' regalia cOlnbines blue jeans with 
the traditional Nevada-style feathered headdresses of the time. The dance 
style and regalia are very different from the Plains~sty]e regalia and Pow Wow 
dances seen in photographs frorn the 1950s. 
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Hand gillne, Lovelock Paiutes, ca.190S. The anonymous photograph was probably taken 
for Indiilll agent illld illnateur anthropologist, John T. Reid, who stands on the left, we~~ring 
a bowler hat. Matte collodion or gelatin-silver print. (ETH-590) 

The Northern Paiute Veterans Marching Band Posing on the steps of the Washoe County 
Courthouse, probably 1940s. Clossy gelatin-silver print. (ETH-674) 
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As the next group of photographs indicates, Shoshone lnen of eastern Nevada 
often worked as cowboys, both on Euroamerican ranches and on reservation 
ranches (ETH~518 through ETH-525, etc.). The photographs show Native Ameri
cans engaged in fence mending, roping, and branding. For those interested in 
research on the Shoshone tribe, it should be noted that although the collection 
next switches to an alphabetical county organization, three of the six counties 
listed (Esmeralda, Nye, and White Pine counties) are in Shoshone territory and 
contain mainly photographs from that tribe. The section on Esmeralda and 
Nye includes A. E. Holt's widely published photographs of Panamint Western 
Shoshone in the Rhyolite area (ETH-544, ETH-549, and ETH-550, etc.). One iln
age shows a group of lllen playing poker in front of a very silnple brush shelter 
of the kind typical of all hlllnan adaptations to extrelue desert conditions. The 
next picture of the same camp was titled, in longhand by the photographer, 
"Indian Neighbors at Bullfrog, Nevada." Additional images in the section show 
Shoshone tribal n1e111bers in Beatty, Lida, and Tonopah. 

Photographs prin1arily of Paiute individuals and events frolu Hun1boldt and 
Pershing counties follow. Soule of the photographs from Lovelock were taken 
or comlnissioned by the well~known amateur anthropologist John T. Reid. Al
though his notorious theory of ancient red-headed gic.mts occupying Nevada 
has been discredited, photographs from his collection show an understanding 
of the importance of visual anthropology (ETH-590, etc). 

The general collection order next moves alphabetical1y to Storey County, 
which, especially for Virginia City, includes images of individuals from both 
the Washoe and Paiute tribes. As mentioned before, the next count~ White 
Pine County, is in Shoshone territory. It is h0111e to the Duckwater Shoshone 
Reservation. The extensive section on the Duckwater provides excellent docu
mentation of reservation life in the 1940s. School lunch progralns served from 
a chuck wagon (ETH-631 and ETH-632) and tents (ETH-635, etc.), as well as 
claSSrO(n11 scenes, are among the subjects featured. 

A short "Miscellaneous" section of photographs follows, and should not 
be overlooked by researchers who want to see every photograph for a given 
tribe. One rare shot, taken in White Pine around 1915, shows Paleface Johnny 
of the Shoshone tribe with Carl Muir's pack train (ETH-636). For researchers 
seeking scarce photographs of Paiutes in southern Nevada, there is one of two 
WOlnen using food-gathering and preparation baskets on the Stewart Ranch, 
near where Las Vegas would later be founded (ETH-640). Another important 
photograph shows the Northern Paiute Veterans Marching Band (ETH-674) 
with their instruments in front of the Washoe County Courthouse, probably 
during the 1940s. Identi.fied band u1embers include Robert Johnson, Raytnond 
Abrahatn, Hastings Poncho, Dewy Joe, Carl Tobey, Robert Cromwell, Harry 
Sampson, siJnon Harris, William Snlith, and Albert Aleck. 

The photography collection concludes with a series of subject categories, such 
as Ilcampoodies" (traditional houses), labor, food, education, celebrations and 
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IJaisy Shaw and children (left), in front of her rye grass hoose, ca. 1905. Paradise Valley 
Paitue. Copy print only. (ETIl-681) 

.. / 
" 

Tommy DtlIUl'S fish camp at Sutcliff, ca. '1895. Although a Nixon Paiute, Mr. DUIU1, 

according to a note on the photograph, lived his entire life at Sutcliff. Printing-out-paper 
print photographer unknown. (ETI-I-682) 
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parades, and galTIbling. These sections include images troln all three Nevada 
tribes, although pictures frOln the Paiute tribe are the tTIost common. A final small 
section on the Nixon Paiutes ends the subject section. The rest of the collection and 
corresponding catalog consists of Iniscellaneous additions of new photographs. 
The original organizers of the collection showed skill in sorting out the various 
tribes and their locations, but seenlingly did not consider how new acquisitions 
would be added to the collection to 111aintain the original catalog organization. 
Researchers who want to view all the images for a gjven tribe will have to look 
not only through the nlulti-tribe, lilife way," or subject categories, but also tlu'ough 
a11 the nliscellaneotls "Add-ons," at the end of the catalog. 

The first subject section, IICanlpoodies," shows the wide range of traditional hOlne 
construction employed in Nevada in the 1890s and early 1900s. The house in iInage 
ETH-681, identified as the hOlTIe of a Paradise Valley Paiute fanuly, is ahnost COlll
pletely traditional. The caption indicates that the shucture was made with a willow 
fraIne covered by rye grass held in place by willow-stem bands. Daisy Shaw, holding 
her daughter Buleah [sic], SImes for the canlera. Her son Clifford and Rudl Diwash 
stand to her left. Tommy Dwm's fishing CaInp at Sutcliff on the Pyramid Lake Paiute 
Reservation is recorded in ETH-682. It shows him drying the very large II prehistoric" 
cui-ui .fish for which the lake is famous, as well as one trout. The onJy European feature 
of the canlp structure js the addition of canvas over the conical shelter. 

Another outstanding doclllncntary snapshot (ETH-683) shows a Paiute 
WOlnan near Hazen weaving a basket in front of her very siInple brllsh shelter. 
An early published postcard shows a Western Shoshone canlp near Elko. The 
camp consists of teepees, and this depiction may well be accurate, as Shoshone 

Shoshone CaInp, easten1 Nevada, ca. 18908. Printing-aut-paper print on boudoir card, 
studio not marked. (ETH-731) 
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Wonlan with burden basket in front of a tule house, Churchill COlm~ ca. 1900. Possibly 
Stillwater Paiute. Photographer unknown. (ETH-688) 

':, . , ......... :":,"'.:.:.'::',' 
.. ',:" .......... ::,,:: . .-: 
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Daisy Shaw washing clothes 
at Paradise Valley, 1914. 
Paradise Valley Paiute. 
Copy of anonymous 
snapshot. (ETH-747) 
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Harvesting potatoes, Lovelock Paiute, ca.1900. Photograph by Esther L. Linton. Matte 
collodion or gelatin silver print. (ETH-759) 
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groups in eastern Nevada took up aspects of Plains culture, including teepees and 
horses, at an early date. A lTloodily ron1antic view of a Shoshone crunp with two 
teepees is shown in ETH-731 and may date to the 1890s. In ETH-688, a WOlnan, 
probably Paiute, in the Churchill area, stands in front of a classic htle-reed house. 
She is wrapped in a blanket and carries a large burden basket on her back. The Pai
ute C01111nunity crunps at Dayton, Glendale, Virginia City, and Wadsworth are all 
well doculnented in this section. Photographs by Willianl Cann and Esther Linton 
are included here. 

The "Labor" section (ETH-737 through ETH-762) begins with Linton's excellent 
1905 photograph of a Paiute W0111an gathering firewood in a Wadsworth lumber 
scrap yard. The next shot, also taken by Linton at the Wadsworth encampment 
was titled by her, "Lady Weaving a Basket." The third inlage from Jeanne Wier's 
1915 thesis, shows a Washoe womrul washing clothes in what appears to be the 
backyard of a rc.illch house (ETH-739). The following two images, also froln JealUle 
Wier's thesis, show Native Americans harvesting potatoes at the Alt Rallch, near 
Glendale, east of Renol as well as at a Lovelock ranch (ETH-7S9). One hnportallt 
1897 photograph (ETH-760) shows the use of Wirul0Wing baskets for harvesting 
seeds. Photograph 743 shows Edna Colenlan of the Washoe tribe ironing clothes 
at the Dressler Rand") in Douglas County, Nevada. Another excellent candid shot 
(ETH-747) shows Daisy Shaw washing her own family's clothes at her hon1e in Para
dise Valley (see previous reference to another photograph of Ms. Shaw, ETH-681). 
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Cleaning pinc nuts, Wilulenlucca Paiute, 1911. Real photo 
postcard frOll1 Moore & Stone studio, Winnemucca. (ETH-764) 

Demonstration of pinc nut harvesting, Stewart Indian Agency, ca. 1950. 
AnonYIl1ous real photo postcard. (ETH-765) 
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Harvest scene, Lovelock Paiutes, "1897. Printing-aut-paper print on a boudoir card. 
(ETIi-760) 
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A rare 1910 photograph depicts Paiute W01nen washing clothes in the Truckee River 
at Reno (ETH-762). An important series of photographs records ranching activity on 
the McDermHt Paiute Reservation in the] 9305. The subjects include a cattle auction, 
sheepshearing, and stacking hay (ETH-755 tlu'ough ETH-756). 

The next section, "Food," overlaps with some of the subjects in the "Labor" 
section. ETH-767 and ETH-768 show additional views of the cattle auction and 
sheepshearing pens at McDermitt. This section includes the widely used photo
graphs of Paiute women harvesting and processing pine nuts (ETH -772, ETH -774-
777), as well as the Society's only photographs of a pine-nut dance in preparation 
(ETH-773). An early color postcard, probably by Linton, shows a Paiute woman 
in Reno roasting pine nuts (ETH-770). Another wonderful photograph shows 
a WOlnan winnowing pine nuts, whi1e a puppy sleeps in her lap (ET -764). A 
later posed shot shows how pine cones were harvested (ETH-765). 

The "Education" section begins with the Stewart Indian School, as it was then 
called (ETH-781 through ETH-823). Broad views reveal the school as having 
a stern, prison-like atlnosphere, which is indeed what it was in the early days, 
when Native An1erican children were kidnapped froln their homes and literally 
clapped in irons if they tried to escape fro In the school. The collection covers the 
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Stewi:ui Indian SchooL ca. 1900. Anonymous collodion or gelatin-silver print. (ETH-781) 

Stewart Indian School's football teaIl1, ca. 1915. Photograph by Jeanne Wier. (ETH-786) 
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Paiute DrUIruners and Singers, Stewart Indian School, -]960. Anonymous real photo 
postcard. (ETH-781) 
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various buildings, classrooms (ETH-802, ETH-S23), and class activities, including 
shots of yOlmg boys nlaking kites (ETH-S08) and older girls sewing (ETH-807) or 
pressing sheets (ETH-809). A 1940s pichlre shows both boys and girls in a cooking 
class (ETH-81 0). Other activities included a European-style Inarching band (ETH-
788, ETH-789, and ETH-S21) as well as sports, sLlch as football, fOf which the school 
was fanl0us (ETH-786). By the 1960s, students were apparently allowed to form 
song-and-dance groups of the kind fotmd on their home reservations, such as the 
Paiute Dnlmmers and Singers (ETH-781). 

"Parades and Celebrations" contains the largest series of images from the 
1950s. During this period, public ceremonial clothing muong Paiute groups 
featured elaborate Plains-style headdresses for the men and beaded buckskin 
dresses for the women, a tradition that goes back, in the latter case, to Sarah 
Winneluucca's lecture-circuit dresses. As a part of their cereluonial regalia, 
women in the 1950s also typically wore a headband with a single feather inserted 
at the back (ETH-S29, etc.). Besides the horse-mounted groups that remain a 
part of Inany parades and rodeos, contingents frOln the Pyramid Lake, Nixon, 
and Fallon Paiute built elaborate parade floats decorated with a mix of Native 
AIncrican thelnes, including local winnowing baskets and tule reeds, as well as 
intertribal Pow Wow itcnlS such as drums, teepees, and totem poles (ETH-883 
through ETH-906). Contcnlporary electronic and sound equipm_ent also becarne 
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Young Native American Inan at a Pow Wow with SOlUld equiplnent,1960s. Clossy 8xlO 
gelatin-silver print. (ETH-870) 

a part of the l110dern Native American cerelTIonies at this time (ETH-870). Many 
of these photographs were taken by Ernie Mack, one of the leading cOllllnercial 
photographers in Reno at the tin1e. 1R 

The section on ganlbling covers the card games borrowed from Europeans, 
primarily pokerl as well as two views of the traditional hand game, which is 
more cerenl0nial in nature and was sometilll.es staged as part of the Ghost Dance 
revitalization n10vement. For photograph ETH-935, Dave Christy posed with 
the bones and sticks ·used in the hand galne; photograph ETH-919 shows the 
hand game in progress (see ETH-590) . The hand game involves two teams fac
ing each other. The goal is to win all the sticks by correctly guessing in which 
hand the lnarked bone is hidden. The teams sing songs during each play, and 
the hands are hidden under a cloth as the location is changed back and forth. 
The Native American poker ganles are distinctive in that the players form circles 
with the men and wonlcn in separate circles. Native Anl.ericans in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries gathered in open areas of Virginia CitYI Reno, and 
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Wadsworth to galnble (ETH-914 through ETH-932). The en1erging hostility of 
whites toward Native Alnerican gambling 111ay well have ended the practice. 
Oddly, SOlne of the same people who are shocked by the sinfulness of N"ative 
American galnblingl including current Native American casinos, seeJn to have 
no problem with the mega gaJnbling palaces of Reno or Las Vegas. 

Despite its various flaws, such as the amateurish technical errors seen in lnany 
photographs, the lack of thorough background documentation, and an inlperfect 
cataloging system, the Nevada Historical Society's collection is probably the 
single largest and most significant source for historic inlages of Nevada's Native 
Americans. The importance of the photographs lies in the story they telt not 
their arbstic ll1erit although a number of the images are notable in that regard. 
The great and unwanted leap that propelled Nevada's Native AJnericans fronl 
their materially simple, but efficient, proud and happy pre-contact lifestyle into 
a subservient working class within a socially stratified nation-state was both 
dramatic and traunlatic. It led to a wide range of transfonnations of traditional 
culture and new survival or coping strategies. The photographs reveal a re
si Iience and detennination to continue the best aspects of traditional culture, 
as well as an adaptability in borrowing those aspects of European culture that 
were conlpatlble with traditional values and lifeways. 
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Anti-Indianisrn in Modern America: A Voice from Tatekeya's Earth. By Elizabeth 
Cook-Lynn (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 20(1) 

For the past two decades, Crow Creek Sioux scholar Elizabeth Cook-Lynn 
has been one of the leading voices in Anlerican Indian studies. Known for witty 
and barbed titles (including Why I Can't Read Wallace Stegner and Other Essays), 
Cook-Lynn provides cutting criticisnl of the acadenlic and broader world which 
Anlerican lndians inllabit. Anti-l1uiianisrn in Modern America is no exception. 
In twenty essays or short critiques, Cook-Lynn argues for a COlTIIl1Unity and 
nation-centered voice in Anlerican Indian studies. She chooses the genre of 
the essay to communicate her ideas because it offers her a lllore polelnical and 
free-thinking writing experinlcnt. 

Cook-Lynn begins the book by defining her eye-catching title. "Anti-Indi
anisnl," Cook-Lynn argues, "is that which treats Indians and their tribes as 
though they don't exist, the sentinlent that suggests that Indian nationhood (Le., 
tribalisln) should be disavowed and devalued." Among its particular parts, 
Anti-Indianism II denigrates, denlonizes, and insults being Indian in Alnerica," 
it uses Ilhistorical eventfs] and experience[s] to place blaIne on Indians for an 
unfortunate and dissatisfying history," and it II exploits and distorts Indian 
cultures and beliefs" (x). Cook-Lyilli carries these ideas throughout the text, 
castigating American Indian and non-Indian authors who espouse anti-Indi
aniS111. in their writings. Thus, for Cook-Lynn, the archetypal western author 
Louis L' Amour can be painted with the saIne brush as Adrian Louis (Paiute), 
who blanled the Lakota for the assassination of Sitting Bull in 1890 as well as 
for contelnporary issues with tribal governments. What is more, Cook-Lynn 
expressly compares anti-Indianism in A1TIerica with the anti-Semitisnl of Nazi 
Germany, a comparjson sure to alienate lnany readers. Yet, Cook-Lynn strives 
to be polenlical, determined as she is to expose the anti-Indianis111 that pervades 
the United States. 

Cook~Lynn also lllakes a forceful argUl1lent for the future of Anlerican Indian 
or Native Alnerican Studies. She decries the /lmixed-blood" voice that is com
lTIon in SOlne American Indian li teratures (Louis and Michael Dorrisl to name 
two that Cook-Lynn identifies), and writes from a community and tribal-nation 
perspective. Only then can American Indian authors overcome anti-IndianislTI. 
In an essay entitled "Writing through Obscurity," Cook-Lynn answers critics 
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of her own work who found SOlne of her writings "flat," flproblematic/' and 
immature. On the contrary, Cook-Lynn argues that her writings come frorn a 
perspective different frotn the Western European and literary background of 
her critics (one is reminded of Walter Ong's discussion of oral cultures, nar
ratives, and character development when reading this chapter). Son1e luay 
read Cook-Lynn's defense as sour grapes over poor reviews of her work, but 
it should be noted that Cook-LylU1 strives to articulate for the reader what she 
considers to be an authentic Atnerican Indian voice, grounded in cOlnmunity 
and tribal-nation. 

Certainly, sorne readers may be put off by SOlne of what Cook-LylUl writes, 
but in the polernical nature of her work, as well as inher exhortations to Ameri
can Indian authors in all disciplines, is a message worthy of considering and 
pondering. 

William J. Bauel~ Jr. 
Uoniversity of Wyoming 

Children of Coyote, Missionaries of St. Francis: Indiaon-Spanish. Relations in Colo°n.ial 
California, 1769-1850. By Steven W. Hackel (Chapel Hill: University of North 
Carolina Press, 2005) 

Colonial Rosary: The Spanish and Indian Missions of California. By Alison Lake 
(Athens: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 2006) 

Together, two recent works on the Spanish Franciscan lnissions of California, 
Steven Hacke]' s Children of Coyote and Alison Lake's Colonial Rosary, represents a tour 
de force of the popular debate focUSing on the purpose and operation of the Span
ish Franciscan colonial mission system, a systeln that spanned more th,-u1 a century. 
Both authors agree that, for good or ill, the Franciscan n1issions definitive I y changed 
the culture, economy, and even the geography of coastal California, and that those 
changes reach into the present time. Hackel and Lake each afford their respective 
readers a scholar's lens through which to view the multi-faceted nussion 1i fe in Span
ish colonial California. Both works investigate pre-colonial Califon1ia, the Spanish 
sense of divine imperative, the initial enCOlulter between lnissionaries and Indians, 
indigenous cultural practices and belief systems, disease and the depopulation of 
the Indian peoples, the cultural m1d economic impact of colonization and assimila
tion of the Indians, struggles between the missionaries and their own government 
officials, and secu larization m1d its consequences on both the llljssionaries and the 
native people. The lost voice of the colonized California Indian is recovered in the 
work of both Hackel and Lake. 
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AJison Lake provides dOClnnentation of the Spanish missionaries' genuine concenl 
for the spiritual and physical we1l-being of the native people who ca1ne under their 
oversight. Tn hcr work, Lake pays close attention to thc mission-period sources fow1d 
in both the Inission and state archives, and thereby illuminates the ongoing discus
sion over the actual role played by the Franciscans in the early Spanish settlement 
of California. Lake emphasizes the diversity of the Indian population at the time 
of Spanish colonization and the fact that Indian labor was the primary force behind 
the missions' success in cattle ranching and wine production. Lake exanlines the 
iJllpact of colonization on the local Indians' own social systenl of marriage, sexualitYt 
language and econOlny and laments with then1 the effects of later secularization, 
and 111uch later the restoration of the missions. 

Hackel contributes rich scholarship on the SaInc topics while he c1nphasizes that 
the decline of the indigenous population through disease, unfa111iliar labor, aJld 
other causes caught the concerned attention of government officials at the time. It 
was not UnCOln1nOn for goven1111ent investigators to visit the nussion sites to inspect 
the Indian accol11111odations, and labor conditions, as well as the very persons of 
the IndiaI1S thernselves. The concen1, of course, Hackel reminds us, was primarily 
economic. Fewer healthy laborers in the vineyards or on the rancherias 111eant lower 
profits for the king's coffers, as well as their own. 

In his detailed exalnination of the Indian-Spanish relations within the parameters 
of the Franciscan lnissions between 1769 aJ1d 1850, Hackel uses 111ission life at Mission 
San Carlos Borromeo as a case study. Located in Carmel near Monterey, Mission 
Borromeo was one of the first nussions the Franciscans established. At Borr01neo, 
Hackel invites his reader to take a close look at the local Indian shuggles against 
a confining colonial order and its consequent devastation of their traditions. To 
underscore the harrowing experience of the natives, Hackel integrates textual and 
quantitative sources that reveal the <-wtural results related to djsease, depopulation, 
gender roles, marriage aI1d sexualit)j labor expectations, crhne and punisrunent, 
and religjous, economic, and political change. Leaving no c01nponent of daily 
life unexaJ11ined, Hackel probes the complexities of colonial iInperialism as it was 
experienced at every level by the California natives. Using Mission Borromeo as a 
case study, Hackle sClutinizes the Franciscan missionaries assigned there, as well as 
the Spanish soldiers deployed to Borr0111eo and the Spalush colOlustS who settled 
the surrounding region. 

By contrast, Lake does not tarry long at al1y one lnission. Instead, like a faithful 
Catholic fingering the rosary beads, Lake 1110ves her reader steadily along Junipero 
Serra's £1 Camino Real- The Royal Road, which equates roughly with today's Cali
fon1ia Highway 101--fron1 one mission to the next, highlighting what is s1nular 
and what is unique about each. Like Hackel, Lake profiles the role of the Indial1S in 
tenns of faith and work in the mission cOlnpound. She also discusses the nnpact of 
religion, language, and labor on the root culture of the native pcople. Lake argues 
effectively, as Hackel does, that the colonization and cultural assitnilation were at 
once devastating and positive for the California Indians. 
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A cursory glance tells the reader that Hackel's Children of Coyote is the result of 
lnassive archival research, the resu 1 ts of which are both rich and dense. Lake's 
work will appeal to the reader who wants a less comprehensive accounting of the 
Indian-Spanish relations within the lnission system. Hackel draws cornparisons 
between the Spanish California lnissions and colonial efforts in other parts of 
the Spanish Borderlands. Lake looks solely at the California missions, while, 
at the sante titne, providing a panorama of tnission life and inhabitants. 

Lake includes what could be considered a virtual tour of the missions through 
the nlunerous archival photos she incorporates into the narrative. These provide 
the reader with visual validation of her arglunent that there are two sides to 
scholarly discourse regarding early California Spanish-Indian relations. While 
both Lake and Hackel discuss the sense of Spanish destiny during the period 
when Spain was respected as a world power, Lake underscores the fact that, 
in California, the Franciscan lnissionaries were deternlined not to repeat the 
many crucial logistical and operational mistakes made in other areas of the 
Spanish Borderlands. Both Lake and Hackel point the reader in the direction 
of the long-Ii ved Franciscan struggle with Spanish government officials and 
the eventual secularization of the missions and its outcome. 

Those interested in the Hispanic roots of Atnerican history and the dramatic 
ilnpact that Spanish colonization had on the physical and culhtral landscape of 
California will enjoy either work reviewed here. Lake's book is intended to be 
lnore of a serious tourist's pocket guide to visiting the missions along the Camino 
Real. Hackel's book will prove to be a reference lnanual to anyone interested in 
the lasting effects of the in corpora tion of Indian tribes into Spanish lnission life. 
Both works provide nlemorab1e case studies for understanding how the lnove
ment of people across land changes a place forever. 

Fran Campbell 
College of Southern Nevada 

Forgotten Tribes: Unrecognized Indians and the Federal Ackno1.J.)iedgment Process. 
By Mark Edwin Miller (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2004) 

Questfor Tribal Acknowledgment: Cal~fornia's Honey Lake Maidus. By Sara-larus 
Tolley (Nonnan: University of Oklaholna Press, 2006) 

These monographs make itnportant contributions to an ernerging literature on 
Indian peoples who are not federally recognized and the Federal Acknowledg
nlent Process (FAP) they must contend with to gain official recognition. Miller's 
groundbreaking Forgotten Tribes is the first book-length study of the FAP and its 
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effects on the diverse non-acknowledged groups that seek to negotiate their way 
through its daunting bureaucracy. The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Branch of 
Acknowledglnent and Research (BAR) administers the FAp, and Miller argues 
that it has failed to n1eet its stated goal of providing objective, fair, and prompt 
review of applications fronl unrecognized groups, for a variety of reasons. One 
is the difficulty in defining the anlbiguous term tribe, a problem cOIn pounded 
by popular cultural stereotypes about what II authentic" Indians ought to look 
like. Another is that the BAR uses race-based criteria in defining lndianness, 
creating a process that is charged with a II distasteful racial discourse" (11). The 
criteria, lnoreover, are purposefully restrictive- in part because of lobbying on 
the part of recognized tribes, who generally oppose recognition of unacknowl
edged groups- and place the onus on tribes to meet unrealistic evidentiary 
standards. It is an irony that a federal agency can ask these forgotten tribes, 
who have weathered centuries of federal policies designed to eradicate their 
culture, to provide documentary evidence of their existence. Finally, the FAP 
has become an especially prickly procedure in the wake of the Federal Indian 
Gmning Regulatory Act of 1988 because petitioners' lTIotives are automatically 
called into question; opponents of recognition charge that groups are interested 
in petitioning the BAR so that they can open casinos, not because they want to 
assert or protect their cultural identities. 

Drawing on a wealth of interviews in addition to more traditional archival 
sources, Miller is able to provide a detailed look at the FAP. His first two chap
ters provide context. First, he offers an overview of federal Indian policy as it 
relates to recognition, leading up to the creation of the BAR in 1978. The next 
chapter is an account of the BAR's record to the present. The relnainder of the 
book is devoted to four case studies of the Pascua Yaquis of Arizona, the Death 
Valley Timbisha Shoshones of California, the United Houma Nation of Louisi
ana, and the Tiguas of Y selta del Sur Pueblo in Texas; Miller uses these studies 
to illuminate his larger arguments. The accounts of the history and struggles 
of these peoples are tnasterfully related; each could stand alone and provides 
reason enough to pick up the book. 1 hat said, readers may be left puzzled by the 
case studies selected. Three of the four succeeded in their quest for recognition 
(two by sidestepping the FAP and achieving recognition through the United 
States Congress). As the author concedes, this is hardly representative of the 
odds faced by the tribes seeking recognition since lithe majority of groups in 
the FAP and groups looking for acknow ledgment by Congress have failed to 
pass through the gates" (259). 

Tolley, an anthropologist, takes a different approach: Her Quest for Tribal 
Acknowledgement focuses on the Honey Lake Maidus of Ca1ifornia to provide 
a critique of the FAP generally while revealing the special difficulties faced by 
California tribes seeking recognition. An estilnated two-thirds of California 
tribes are unrecognized and, as Miller notes, roughly a quarter of all petitioners 
are located in California. While Miller strives for balance and objectivity in his 
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research, Tolley has worked closely with and for the Honey Lake Maidus in 
their quest for recognition in ways that she believes preclude the possibility of a 
disinterested, skeptical approach. ]nstead, the purpose of her study is "to make 
an in1pact on the reader and then the Acknowledgn1ent system itself" (9). 

Tolley also draws on theory, locating "the Federal Acknowledgment proce
dures and con inuing state violence to Indian con1n1unities at the crossroads of 
Michael Foucault's decentered or authorless investigations of governmentality 
and the kind of analysis that en1phasizes a clear vision of justice such as Antonio 
Gralusci's" (15). Academic jargon renders Tolley's work less accessible to general 
audiences than Miller's. Nonetheless, she succeeds in providing a conlpelling 
account of the history of the Honey Lake Maidus and of their current efforts to 
achieve federal recognition. In light of the former, Tolley contends, success with 
the latter would an10unt to nothing less than "a refutation of genocide" (19). 

These are irnportant books, not only because they shed light on the experi
ences of Indian peoples who have been marginalized, whether by historical 
circumstance or intent, but also because they expose the shortcomings of a 
bureaucratic decision-making process that has had and will continue to have 
a rea 1 and ilnportant impact on people's lives. They will be of interest not only 
to scholars of federal Indian policy and Alllcrican Indian history, but also to 
wider audiences concerned with conten1porary injustice. 

Jolu1 W. W. Mann 
University ofWisconsin-Eau Claire 

The Indian Frontier, 1763-1846. By R. Douglas Hurt (Albuquerque: University 
of New Mexico Press, 2002) 

In the newest addition to the Ray Allen Billington Histories of the Alneri
can Frontier series, R. Douglas Hurt tackles the difficult task of synthesizing 
interactions alnong Indians, Europeans, and Anglo-Americans from the end 
of the French and Indian War to the begiru1ing of the Mexican War. Belying 
the sin1pHcity of its title, The rndian Frontier 1763-1846 in fact examines nine 
separate regions of encounter, ranging from the Spanish Southwest to the Old 
Northwest and from the British Northwest to the Great Plains. rn each, Hurt 
describes encounters of "self-interest, violence, and dispossession" in which 
Indians and whites interact and sometinles cooperate, but luore often struggle 
for power (xii). However, rather than a lnonolithic white culture fighting an 
equally homogeneous Indian one, what Hurt highlights are the complex rela
tionships within the larger categories of "white/' and "Indian" that ulti1nately 
changed these frontiers from "zones of encounter" to "exclusionary regions 
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dominated by the 111ajor military power" (xiv). Thus, while trying to synthesize 
the histories of these diverse regions into a cohesive narrative, Hurt sin1ulta
neously underscores the difficulty of Inaking any sort of generalization about 
these SaIne frontiers. 

It is the concept of "power," defined by Hurt as a combination of ideological will, 
population numbers, and militaty prowess, which fonns the itnportant transitional 
moments in his narrative and defines its Wllulers and losers. The Indian Frontier 
begins, for example, as the French are Jeaving North AInerica after the Treaty of 
Paris in 1763. Rather than simplify the geopolitical situation, however, the h"ansfer 
of all French c1ain1s in North America to the British complicated the relationships 
between the Indians living along the Ohio River and their European cow1terparts. 
Unlike the French, whose relationship with groups such as the Shawnee at1d Dela
ware was built on reciprocal gift giving and kinship alliances, the British policy both 
restricted trade and attempted to create clear lines of den1arcation between Indians 
and colonists. While the Shawnees, Delawares, and Mingos were able to force the 
British to refonn their policies both through diplolliacy, such as creating a pan.-Indian 
alliance in the Ohio valley, and through violence, such as Pontiac's Rebellion and 
Dunlnore's War, nothing slowed the advance of white settlers in search of new land. 
Thus, by the time of American Revolution, Blitish policy Inakers were no longer the 
Ohio Indians' major concern, replaced by the "incessantly west-tnoving Americans" 
(15). Yet, in each of the zones described by Hurt, complicated inter- and intra-tribal 
politics, as well as disagreements over Indian policy on a national and state level, 
would lllake reducing the conflict to a sirnple binary impossible. 

Here lies the strength in The Indian Frontil~r. From the Spanish struggle to contain 
the Comanches to the An1Clican removal of southeastern Indians on the Trail of Tears, 
Hurt explores the cOlnplexity of each of the frontiers on its own terms. Whether it is 
the violent battles between the Upper and Lower Creeks or the effects of the Mexican 
Revolution on the Califonlja Missions, Hurt explores and synthesizes a vast a01otu1t 
of information without falling into Gl.ricatures of either colonizers or colonized. At 
the same time, however, Hurt's focus on power as a vehicle of analysis Inakes it dif
ficult to escape his asseSS1l1ent that "white contact ... resulted in unmitigated disaster 
for the Indian nations" (xv). Thus, while the geographic and historical scope of this 
cOlnparative analysis willlnake The Indian Frontier a welcome addition to any survey 
classroom., some of Hurt's generalizations may leave advanced students unsatisfied. 
For eXaInple, his claim in the epilogue that "[b]y 1846, the great American sweep 
across half the continent n1at"ked the near cOlnpletion of the expansion of Europe in 
terms of populations, economics, politics, aIld teclmology- in a word, power~that 
began in the late fi fteenth century" seelns to undermine the nuanced interpretations 
of the various colonial powers that he adroitly lays out in the previous chapters (247). 
Despite this complaint, Hurt has created a valuable syntheSis that brings depth and 
complexity to each of the Indian frontiers he exalnines. 

David Bernstein 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
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The Nez Perce Nation Divided: Firsthand Accounts of Events Leading to the 1863 
Treaty. Edjted by Delmis Baird, Diane Mallickan, and W. R. Swagerty (Moscow: 
Universj ty of Idaho Press, 2002) 

The treaty-making process of the nineteenth century fonns the basis of federal 
recognition and sovereign-nation status for Native American people today. The 
N"ez Perce people, among several Northwest tribes, negotiated such treaties in 
the 1850s. In The Nez Perce Nation Divided, priIuary documents trace the events 
leading to a second Nez Perce treaty in 1863. Through these documentst the 
reader gets a complex and nuanced understanding of Native and non-Native 
relationships. 

The Nez Perce treaty of 1855 lasted only six years before gold discoveries 
brought lTIiners, alcohol, and conflict to the reservation. The pursuit of gold 
wi thjn the boundaries of the reservation resulted in the new treaty with reduced 
territory for the Nez Perces and a newly established territory of Idaho. The 
editors of this volume have collected and edited 254 documents tracing the 
historical route between the two treaties. Presented in chronological order, the 
documents include agency correspondence, Inili tary records, newspaper com
mentary and editorials, and official council proceedings. Both the 1855 and 1863 
treaties are appended and the book also includes short descriptive biographies 
of Nez Perce leaders and govern1nent employees. Several archival maps supple
ment the text as well. All together, these documents provide a comprehensive 
view of events during the short bu t eventful period under examination. 

These original letters and reports reveal a more intricate story than lnight be 
assLuned . A.t the forefront the docun1ents convey the week-to-week and SOlue
times day-to-day developments of the origins, conception, and organization of 
the 1863 councillneeting. Throughout the periodt agency personnel came and 
went, adding to the difficulties. Weather and supply shortages created lTIore 
problems. Nez Perces traded, socialized, and argued with rniners. These issues 
unfold dralTIatically as each document presents a new developrnent or different 
perspective. The col1ection well demonstrates the cornplexity involved with 
readin.g, understanding, and analyzing primary sources. 

Although all of the sources originate fr0111 non-Indian written accounts, Nez 
Perce voices nonetheless surface throughout these documents. Transcribed 
treaty proceedings offer the 1110St direct evidence. Throughout the balance 
of the text, however, the ideas and attitudes of Nez Perce people continually 
emerge. Indeed, one of the most contentious points about the invasion of the 
reservation was the fact that the lniners and others violated a provision of the 
1855 treaty that prohibited a kohol on the reservation. Less concerned about the 
trespass than the alcohol, luany Nez Perce people agreed to pennit lnining on 
the reservation but consistently sought to protect their treaty rights and land. 
In another example, Nez Perce council participants insisted that the government 
hire Perrin Whitman as interpreter; they trusted him Juore than anyone else 
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to faithfully convey the discussions to them. These arc intriguing points that 
Inake Inore direct Nez Perce sources desirable, but thc documents presented 
here effectively convey Native viewpoints and actions. 

As the story unfolds towards the 1863 treaty negotiations, the documents 
offer a sense of the personnel problems that lnarred decision-making relative 
to Native-white relations in the nineteenth century. Dishonest or incolnpetent 
agents, rapacious but ill-supplied miners, lackadaisical military officers, and 
zealous missionaries populate the pages of this book. Even the treaty commis
sioner Calvin Hale dishonestly awarded contracts to supply food and trade 
itenls during the treaty proceedings. But there are nunlcrous other characters 
as we]], law-abiding people of more positive disposition w"ho were elnpathetic 
to the Nez Perce people as thousands of non-Indians trcspassed across the res
ervation. In short, the collection tells a complex story driven by any number 
of historical actors. 

The Nez Perce Nation Divided makes two contributions. It first unravels the 
events leading to the 1863 treaty. The editors provide an introduction to each 
section, but otherwise allow the documents to speak for thelTIselves without 
comn1entary. But the volume is also valuable as a collection of prilnary docu
ments. Since the editors omitted interpretive comlnentary, the doclnnents must 
be read closely and individually in order to determine their significance and 
relationship. Many of the letters and reports cOlnplelTIent one another; others 
contradict each other or offer completely different perspectives. Access to this 
kind of raw data is exactly what the editors intended. 

Scholars of Northwest and Indian history will appreciate the topic, the content 
the multiple perspectives, and the primary source value of this book. The Nez Perce 
Nation Divided is the first vol Lune in an anticipated selies entitled 1/()ices from Nez Perce 
Coun.try. Subsequent volumes will n1ake Nez Perce history accessible to scholars 
everywhere. It promises to be a valuable collection. 

Elizabeth J mnes 
University of Alaska Anchorage 
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